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Playing The Game Our Own Way: A Social Perspective On Jazz And Blues In Southern
Literature
This project is an attempt to examine the social realm of jazz and blues music
within Southern literature. Specifically, this thesis analyzes works of fiction, combined
with knowledge of scholarly articles and essays, to draw conclusions and parallels
between jazz and blues music and the selected works within Southern literature. The first
chapter focuses primarily on the social role of the jazz and blues musicians, defining and
exploring the way in which these musicians move within social space. The second
chapter focuses on Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man, using the aspiring jazz musician as a
model for the novel and journey of the narrator. And the third chapter explicates selected
passages from four different novels - Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eves Were Watching
God. Albert Murray’s Train Whistle Guitar. Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man, and Herbert
Simmons’s Man Walking On Eggshells - and argues that the text and dialogue of the
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African-American scholar and critic Kalamu ya Salaam once attempted to explain
the connection between music and life by claiming, “Our music is just social
relationships turned into vibrations" (Kennedy xix). Although I did not discover this
remark until late in my research, I believe it was the subconscious foundation for what I
wanted to explore when I began this project. Somehow, I hoped to find a connection
between jazz, blues, and the people who study and/or perform them so passionately.
The foundation for this project began several years ago during high school, as I
grew more interested in the history and genealogy of the jazz that I was constantly
listening to and playing and more fascinated with the relationships between characters in
the Southern literature that I was continuously reading. My interest in these two fields of
art eventually evolved into formal educational pursuits: as my major (B.A. in English)
and my minor (Music).
My first reading of Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man in a Survey of American
Literature class in Spring of 2004 established in my mind the actual connection between
the novel and Ellison’s life confirmed jazz as not
simply Si possible vehicle for the narration of the story, but an important and almost
obvious alternative to traditional racial or cultural interpretations. The initial paper I
wrote for the Survey of American Literature class on this subject, which basically found
the consistencies between Ellison’s own essays on jazz and the textual support in
jazz and literature. Further research on
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Invisible Man, became the skeleton for what would become the second chapter of the
thesis.
This paper was the only piece of writing I had developed in this subject when I
began the semester of research with Dr. Gussow in the Spring of 2005. Upon meeting
with Dr. Gussow and attempting to articulate to him in what direction I envisioned this
project moving, my first step became to gain a better understanding of the distinction
between jazz and blues - rural vs. urban, solo voice vs. polyphony, etc. - both in theory,
in practice, and within the literature of each respective genre. Thus, I spent a semester
reading works of literature within various types of categories: novel, drama,
autobiography, biography and nonfiction. Upon completing the list of works, I had
gained a greater knowledge of the similarities and distinctions among jazz and blues
music and literature. At the culmination of the research semester, I wrote a paper in
which I explored the social sphere through which jazz musicians and blues musicians
move. This paper became the rough draft for the first chapter of this thesis.
The next two semesters were spent researching and writing each of the successive
two chapters, while continuing to revise the entire work. With the basic design of the
first chapter in place, I struggled to devise a structure that implemented and expanded
upon the first chapter by making it somehow relevant to the subsequent two chapters,
which were still unwritten. I felt confident in modeling the structure of the thesis upon
one technique of several nonfiction works of literary analysis I had read: focusing
particular work (in this case, the piece of work that was
my original inspiration. Invisible Man). Yet, I still needed to find a connecting factor
between my first chapter and my second. What was the link between jazz and blues
exclusively and intensely on one
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musicians using their music to create a social space for themselves and the narrative of a
character who used the music as a model for his own education and journey? The music
itself seemed somehow related, but the way in which the music was used in the two
chapters differed. For example, in the first chapter, I intended to use no actual allusion to
the music itself, but rather reference the musicians’ actions as a result of their implied
musicianship. In this first chapter, the music is the background which creates the
attitudes, freedoms, and restrictions that allow the social interaction of the characters.
However, the second chapter brings the music onto an equal plane with the characters
and the social implications of these characters. In this chapter, the music is the vessel.
the model that parallels the journey of the protagonist. I began to research and write the
third chapter knowing tliat it should somehow correlate to the same themes and ideas
from the first two chapters. I decided I should somehow bring the connecting factors full
circle and make the music the absolute foreground of the piece. However, because there
was little actual music within the text itself (simply indirect references to instruments.
emotions, or actions that affected or were affected by the music), I attempted to use the
text as the music itself and, maintaining the subject of the first two chapters, explored
how the music itself was applied in social situations or enlightened the social
complications of the different works. In all, each chapter can be summarized through the
relationship between the music itself and the social consequences of the characters.
The first chapter focuses on several primary texts: novels such as Ralph Ellison's
Invisible Man, Zora Neale Hurtson’s Their Eves Were Watching God. Albert Murray’s
Train Whistle Guitar, and Herbert Simmons’s Man Walking on Eggshells:
autobiographies such as Louis Armstrong’s Swine That Music. David ‘TIoneyboy"
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Edwards’s The World Don’t Owe Me Nothing, and Wynton Marsalis and Carl
Vigeland’s Jazz in the Bittersweet Blues of Life: biographies such as Alan Lomax’s
Mister Jelly Roll: and drama such as August Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom. This
chapter also incorporates several secondary sources that help to explain certain terms,
techniques, or relationships. The second chapter focuses exclusively on Ellison’s
Invisible Man, implementing several of Ellison’s non-fiction writings on jazz or music in
general, as well as other Ellison or jazz scholars/critics’ writings. The final chapter
focuses on four novels: Hurston’s Their Eves Were Watching God. Murray’s Train
Whistle Guitar. Ellison’s Invisible Man, and Simmons’s Man Walking On Eggshells.
These texts represent two blues novels and two jazz novels, respectively. I chose these
specific novels because 1) I had already read, discussed, and researched them at the time
I began to write the third chapter and thus possessed a better understanding of them than,
say, a novel such as Jack Kerouac’s On The Road, which I considered, but with which I
was not nearly as familiar, and 2) because they contained the best examples of ‘musical’
dialogue as text among the novels I considered.
The research I performed for this project - in addition to reading the works which
would become the primary documents for the paper  - involved scouring numerous
essays, articles, and books on many aspects of the music. Particularly, when researching
the third chapter, I examined several essays and articles that dealt with jazz poetry. This
specific genre of literature was helpful because it is most similar to the type of text I was
using in the final chapter because of the lyrical and (generally) oral/performative qualities
of jazz poetry. The difficulty with this chapter arose in my attempt to linguistically
define or capture what was being performed orally and received aurally: to translate the
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musical into the written. In order to lessen the difficulty of this task, I have included an
appendix which contains the selected passages of each of the four novels explicated in the
third chapter. My intention is that the reader will consult the appendix in order to clarify
any confusion or misunderstandings about a quoted passage, to view the structure of
certain lines that support a specific claim or argument, and to examine the entire section
so that he or she can gain a more comprehensive understanding of the passage in relation
to the novel.
My focus on exclusively Southern literature was a natural byproduct of dealing
with the social importance of these works. With so much emphasis on race, sex, and
class at the heart of the Southern literature, I seized the opportunity to narrow my focus a
little more. And the more I learned about the history of jazz and blues, the more I
realized that the structures and associations of the music contained their own communal
restrictions or advantages, such as the jam session, cutting floor, or apprenticeship. I
have attempted to address these social structures throughout all three chapters. The
definitions for “Southern” in this thesis include the geographical setting of the work
and/or the geographical location of the author. For example, although only part of
Ellison’s Invisible Man takes place in the South, his relationship with Oklahoma City,
and furthermore, Herbert Simmons’s relationship with Kansas City, coupled with their
intense focus on racial issues, force their works into the classification as Southern.
In selecting a title for the thesis, I eventually narrowed the list of possibilities to
two options: “Playing The Game Our Own Way: A Social Perspective on Jazz And Blues
in Southern Literature” and “Shit, Grit, and Motherwit: Analyzing the Social
Relationships of Jazz and Blues in Southern Literature.” The first title (which obviously
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I decided upon) comes from a quotation from the “crazy'’ Army veteran in Invisible Man
who tells the narrator to “learn to play the game your own way,” with “game” referencing
the many types of people whom the narrator must learn to appease as a black man.
However, I have changed the personal “your” to the collective “our,” which I believe
represents the musicians, characters, and authors of these works. I believe this title
recognizes the implications of the paper, suggesting that "our" way as jazz and blues
musicians is inherently different from the "standard" way. (Standard in this sense can
have many different connotations, such as non-white, non-legal, non-conformist, etc.)
This title, through the reference to “game,” also embodies the idea of structure, standard,
and parameter, which remains a vital component of jazz and blues. The second title (the
one that was ultimately excluded) is also taken from a section of Invisible Man. This
particular quote is from Peetie Wheatstraw, a Southern black man who has moved to
Harlem and is selling blueprints. He tells the narrator to the narrator, “All it takes to get
along in this man’s town is a little shit, grit and mother-wit” (Ellison, Invisible 176).
because it represents the character of the jazzmen and bluesmen.
Also, the title can roughly be applied to the three respective chapters, with "shit" referring
to the "badman" personality of the musicians (although this personality is just one aspect
of the first chapter), "grit" referring to the persistence in finding one's own identity, and
"motherwit" referring to the creativity and ingenuity that connects written text with
with this title because of its resistance to
This title appealed to me
played sound. Some problems
advertisement (“shit” is offensive to some) and the impreciseness of its con-elation to the
arose
respective chapters.
I hope the reader gains as much pleasure from this work as I did in writing it.
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Chapter I: The Social Role of the Jazzman and Bluesman
The blues and jazz are inextricably interwoven, with the blues remaining an
important part of jazz, both in history and in musical form. The numerous ways in which
the jazz and blues are associated extend into different spheres, with the role of the actual
musician as one of the most important ones. The social role of the jazzman and
bluesman, like the blues and jazz itself, is complicated, often taking a dialectical and, at
times, cyclical form. (Although,
is an incorrect term because there were and indeed are women who performed this music;
the term “bluesman” and/or “jazzman” will be used in this paper to reference any person,
male or female, who performs jazz or blues.) As messenger, apprentice, mentor,
preserver, innovator, as well as heroic exemplar, malevolent and democratic, the jazzman
and bluesman functions invariably in opposition to and in conjunction with his social
surroundings.
will be addressed later, the term jazz/?7^7« or blueswawas
For the jazzman or bluesman, the most important aspect of his role as a musician
is the ability to communicate through his music. In other words, it is the responsibility
and the expectation for the musician to emotion or an idea. Jazz trumpeterconvey an
Wynton Marsalis claims, “The hardest part of hearing jazz is understanding what the
musician is saying to you” (Marsalis 5). At the same time, the most difficult aspect is
possibly the most rewarding. Marsalis later expands upon his initial statement, “And you
realize that you’ve been given the opportunity to bring happiness to people, provoke
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thought, evoke sorrow, or convey something beautiful that adds to someone’s life. This
is what I love" (Marsalis 21). The opportunity that Marsalis mentions is universal for all
musicians, but by playing jazz or blues, the musician is able to control, at least more so
than other forms where the musician is playing a written arrangement of (usually) another
person's work, what he conveys and how he conveys it. Marsalis describes the jazzman
or bluesman's position as a messenger, seizing an emotion or idea that both he and the
listener are familiar with and transferring that idea from the theoretical, in his own mind,
to an auditory reality in the ears of the listener and finally a visual reality in the mind’s
eye of the listener. August Wilson describes this feeling after listening to Bessie Smith’s
“Nobody in Town Can Bake a Sweet Jellyroll Like Mine.” Wilson claims that this
recording was so influential because “it was the beginning of my consciousness that I was
a representative of a culture... of some very valuable antecedents” (Wilson, Preface 564).
Wilson feels that Smith’s blues are so significant because she carries a message with her
that correlates to his own feelings; her music, which carries the message, forces him to
recognize his feelings on terms that are similar to hers.
However, the jazzman is not just a mediator between the listener and the emotion
or idea. Like his role in society, his role in relation to the audience and the music
constantly shifts. While the jazzman or bluesman is often a conveyor, he is also a
conjuror of the mental and a manager of the emotional and physical states. For example,
he can act as a messenger, relating ideas that are at least partially understood by both the
musician and the audience, but he can also conjure completely original ideas through his
music that may represent something never before understood by the listener. In Their
Eves Were Watching God. Hurston incorporates the blues, specifically the “Bumble Bee
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Blues, to represent what Janie has never experienced before — sexual desire and
awakening. This first intimation of the ‘‘Bumble Bee Blues” appears in the beginning of
the novel as Janie:
saw a dust-bearing bee sink into the sanctum of a bloom... and the ecstatic
shiver of the tree from root to tiniest branch creaming in every blossom
and frothing with delight. So this was marriage! She had been summoned
to behold a revelation. (Hurston 10-11).
After this sexual awakening, Janie sees the “tall and lean” Johnny Taylor and kisses him.
Although her sexuality is repressed by her grandmother and her husbands, Logan and
Joe, it reappears simultaneously with Tea Cake’s arrival, as he is described as “a bee to a
blossom - a pear tree blossom in the spring” (Hurston 101). While these blues are not
sung directly to Janie, the song they represent, “Bumble Bee Blues,” is a well-known
blues with which Hurston would have been familiar as representing sexuality (Gussow
46).
The jazzman or bluesman also wields power through his ability to convey and
conjure, often manipulating the emotional state, and as a result, manipulating the mental
well. For example, when Louis Armstrong isand physical states of the audience as
playing trumpet on a Mississippi steamboat, the boat runs into a sandbar and becomes
excited and worried, Louis and the band use theirstuck. While the people onboard
music to control the emotional, mental, and physical state of the crowd. Armstrong
writes, “People were picking themselves up off the floor where they had been thrown and
were bunching together. Somebody yelled out that the boat was sinking. ‘Fate’ shouted
to us, ‘Let’s play!’ Most of our chairs and instrument racks were upset sliding around so
are
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we went into a fast number, standing up. It helped to quiet them’’ (Armstrong 61). The
music affects different states of the audience, relaxing the crowd, easing their anxiety,
and thus keeping them “quiet," as later that night many of them go to sleep on the dance
floor (Armstrong 63).
In fact, the power that the jazzman or bluesman wields through his ability to
convey or conjure can be used to completely change an already pre-existing idea as well.
The bluesman, specifically, takes a painful situation or melancholy state and by singing
about it, establishes an understanding with the audience, creating a sense of community,
and also exorcises the sad situation or feeling. Albert Murray claims, “Even when blues
lyrics are about the most harrowing anxieties, hardships, and misfortunes (as they so
often but by no means always are), blues music is no less appropriate to good-time
situations” (Murray, Stomping 45). Murray even implicates the role of the jazzman and
bluesman with responsibility for the reversal of fortune that occurs, stating:
even... such blues (or jazz) performers as the appropriately legendary
Buddy Bolden, the improbable but undeniable Jelly Roll Morton, the
primordially regal Bessie Smith...were at the same time fulfilling a central
role in a ceremony that was at once a purification rite and a celebration of
the festive earthiness of which was tantamount to  a fertility ritual.
(Murray, Stomping 17)
The jazzman or bluesman can also reverse the dynamics of a situation through actions,
not just song, as Tea Cake does in Their Eves Were Watching God. After leaving Janie
for three days, sending her diving into depression, claiming, “it was always going to be
dark... if Tea Cake didn’t soon come back,” Tea Cake finally returns (Hurston 115). But
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when he does reappear and finds Janie upset and '‘settin’ on de floor,” he quickly
remedies her pain and fear, “stroking her head and looking down into her face,” and
telling Janie how much he wants to be with her until she finally “laughed at that and let
herself lean on him” (Hurston 115-116).
One of the pervasive themes of virtually every jazz and blues text is the role of tlie
musician as both apprentice and mentor. In most autobiographies or biographies of a jazz
or blues musician, the musician credits the people who helped him achieve his musical
and public status, whether by devoting an entire chapter to his aids, creating an entire list
of credits in the prologue, or simply mentioning, in a sentence or two, how he was
helped. In Honeyboy Edwards’ autobiography. The World Don’t Owe Me Nothing, he
acknowledges his apprenticeship with Big Joe, which begins with Joe’s statement, “I can
learn you” (Edwards 39). As he follows Big Joe around for “eight or nine months,”
Honeyboy began to play his guitar extremely well. And even though he leaves his
mentor during one of Joe’s drunken fits, Honeyboy would always remain appreciative to
Joe for “keeping [him] out of the [cotton] fields” (Edwards 43). Similarly, Louis
Armstrong makes sure to attribute his success to his jazz forefathers in his autobiography.
Swing That Music, retelling how King Oliver, Fate Marable, and Davey Jones all helped
him in some way ascend to musical greatness. While King Oliver actually gave Louis
lessons on the trumpet, helping him with “plirasing” and style. Fate helped Louis land his
first professional gig on the riverboat (Armstrong 26, 36). During his stay with Fate on
the Dixie Bell, Louis received lessons from Davey on how to read music, a talent that
allowed Louis to “swing in ways I never knew before” (Amistrong 47). Although each
man helped Louis in a different way, he constantly expresses his gratitude for the aid that
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each man gave him. This attributed lineage reflects both the community feeling involved
in the music as well as, perhaps more importantly, the growing need for a culture that has
been historically uprooted and sold into slavery and that has had its children constantly
orphaned through lynching, jailings, and emasculating of its men to recognize its roots, in
this sense through music. In fact, many of these musicians are “fathered” by their
mentors. For example, Louis adopts the name “Papa Joe” for King Oliver because he
treats Louis as his own son. And when Louis moves to Chicago to play with Oliver s
band. Papa Joe invites Louis to live in his house with his family until Louis “gets more
While living here, Louis, still trying to still mimic his “Papa,” adopts
Oliver’s eating habits and begins to “put on weight, trying to keep up with ‘Papa Joe
(Annstrong 70).
These social positions usually develop into a continuous cycle, as the apprentices
and proteges become mentors and father-figures. For example, while Wynton credits Art
Blakely and his Jazz Messengers for giving him an opportunity to play in their band,
where “the real road began,” and Judith Stillman for her instruction at Julliard, he also
replaces them as a mentor, offering his private phone number and advice to anyone who
wanted to play and who might come to New York” (Marsalis 28, 85). In a way, Wynton
again pays homage to his teachers, emulating them by teaching. In establishing a cycle
of mentors and apprentices, these musicians are able to create their own lineage, their
own history of jazz greats and at the same time bring into the spotlight those who
otherwise would not be recognized for their contributions. Also, many jazz greats are
kept alive through their style. Whether through tendencies to play high, fast, or with a
raw emotion that could be heard in a player’s sound, the style of a jazzman or bluesman
used to Chicago.
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is often passed onto his apprentices. For example, as previously mentioned, Louis claims
that King Oliver taught him how to phrase on the trumpet, and this type of mimicking
allowed for a listener to make such a claim as ‘i can hear so-and-so in your sound"
(Armstrong 26).
The process of protege to mentor continues in more spheres than strictly the
musical, as jazzmen or bluesmen often trace their geographical lineage as well. Louis
Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, and Wynton Marsalis all claim New Orleans as the
geographical origin of their music. Yet each of their stories evolves into different
geographical locations throughout the country and the world. For example, jazz follows
Louis up the Mississippi River to Chicago, over to New York and eventually across the
Atlantic Ocean to Europe. But Wynton and Jelly Roll spend much of their time on the
West Coast. Although each man plays with a different style and in a different place, their
geographical roots play an important part in their status as musicians, perhaps without
their ever realizing exactly how significant. As Armstrong states:
When you’re brought up with something and it has been natural to you,
you may love it, but you don’t ever appreciate it  - you can’t, because you
haven’t measured it against anything else... Well, as I began to see soon
after I got around a little in Chicago, I had been swimming all my life in a
pond with a lot of real big fish. (Armstrong 72)
Not only did his roots and origins help hone his skills, but his association with New
Orleans swing also helped him gain prestige in a town where, according to him, swing
was diluted. Similarly, in Their Eves Were Watching God, the blues is geographically
tied to the land as Tea Cake brings Janie down onto the “muck” in the Everglades, and
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into the ‘iower-class" society of blues culture. Janie actually enters into juke joints while
on the “muck," where she witnesses or participates in gambling, drinking, and fighting
(Hurston 127-131). In fact, one bluesman specifically vocalizes this association, telling
another man whom he has just beaten in cards - a man who cannot successfully compete
in this blues atmosphere - to “Git off the muck! You ain't nothin'. Dat's all!" (Hurston
128). Geographical roots remain just as valuable in the social life of the jazzman or
bluesman as their musical lineage.
Many of these musicians also become ideological teachers as well. In “Ma
Rainey's Black Bottom," Toledo is the philosophical character of the play, asking
questions about the cuiTent status of the black man in America or explaining African
concepts as empowering (Wilson, Ma Rainey’s 352, 361). While he initially receives
scorn and mockery, being told by fellow musician and bassist Slow Drag that he was
“gonna drive me crazy with that philosophy bullshit,” by the end of the play Toledo
converts a few of the band members to his way of thought (Wilson, Ma Rainey s j51).
For example, trumpeter Cutler expands upon one of Toledo’s philosophies with his
story about how the white man uses black people for his ov/n personal gain (Wilson, Ma
Rainey’s 420). In Man Walking on Eggshells. Teacher plays a very similar role to
Toledo’s. As an adolescent, his ideological ramblings earn him the nickname Teacher,
because “he was always telling somebody something they didn’t know” (Simmons 104).
During their adolescence, none of Teacher’s listeners made an attempt to understand his
“rants,” but years later, however. Teacher was actually “all mouth, all ideas, all
convictions, and if you listened to him you would go away more than halfway convinced
Teacher knew what he was talking about” (Simmons 177). In fact. Teacher eventually
own
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achieves a role on tour with the band, performing  a form of politicized comedy. And as
many of the characters begin to believe what Teacher preaches, lead musician and
protagonist Raymond Douglas loses part of his band, specifically Lobo (Carl), to
Teacher's ideas about black empowerment in the face of white authority, which is
Teacher's own form of jazz (Simmons 218).
One of the interesting ways in which the jazzman and bluesman becomes
dialectical is in his relationship to the history and the future of the music. A debate rages
over the past and future of jazz, with the question of whether or not change is necessarily
progressive at the center of the debate. While some critics side with the neoclassicists of
jazz, such as Wynton Marsalis who presumably “rescued jazz from extinction, ’ and
charge that “any change that fails to preserve the essence of the music is a corruption that
no longer deserves to be considered jazz,” others view Marsalis and his followers as
being “latter-day moldy figs” and “defenders of an outdated and artificially static notion
of what jazz is and can be” (Deveaux 485). In reality, most of the musicians, at least in
literature, combine the past and the future to create their present sound. For these
musicians, they are both preservers of the jazz tradition and innovators who progress
from that tradition. Jelly Roll Morton unabashedly refers to himself as the inventor of
jazz in his biography Mister Jelly Roll (Lomax 237). For him to “invent,” however, he
must break from traditional forms in some sense, even if those forms are incorporated
into his creation. But at the same time. Jelly Roll also admittedly owes some of his
“creation” of jazz to the “finest musical traditions,” such as opera (Lomax 66). In
another example, Louis Armstrong praises the illiterate musicians who created jazz,
because if they had been able to read, he claims, they would have not been able to
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improvise, which is the essence of jazz (Armstrong 73-74). At the same time, he also
acknowledges his own and jazz's obligation to traditional forms of classical music, which
has given jazz “a very great deal" (Armstrong 75). Thus it is important for jazzmen and
bluesmen to navigate the dialectic of tradition and innovation carefully enough so that
their playing does not remain stagnant. Yet in order for the music to progress, there must
be innovation, although often the innovator is sacrificed to the public’s tastes, as many
times those who play “far out” do not receive the best audience. Wynton Marsalis
mentions having respect for his father’s friends, who “wanted to swing even when no one
wanted to hear them,” and also entertaining a great risk of financial insecurity as they
“struggled” (Marsalis 129). Similarly, as musicians who are “passing the tradition to the
next generation,” jazzmen or bluesmen must play music that adheres to the standards of
the audience and “justif[ies] their support” (Marsalis 90). Many jazz and blues musicians
succeed by playing what the people want on Broadway, at a recording session, or at a gig
where tipping is most of their income; but they are still able to adhere to the standards of
innovation, whether by composing or playing something completely original
improvising a great solo to an old standard at a jam session. Honeyboy Edwards explains
the necessity of being able to play what the white audience wants for financial reasons,
but also reminisces of playing “low-down blues” at the juke joints in the “country”
or even
(Edwards 63).
Another paradoxical aspect occurs in the label of the jazzman or bluesman as both
a heroic figure and a “badman. While some musicians are seen as role-models.
encompassing the “American dream” and being treated with awe and admiration by the
public, others are despised, looked down upon for their affiliation with the vices that were
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historically associated with the music. Louis Armstrong went from “rags to riches” as a
fatherless child placed in a boy's detention center in New Orleans, Louisiana. But while
at the detention center, he joined the band as a trumpet player and his music took him out
of the city and onto the global stage of fame, as he played many concerts for the most
elite crowds of Europe and America. Louis's musical ability, and to some extent his
personality, made him a heroic figure, a role-model for many children who were living in
poverty or broken homes. In the same sense, Luzanna Cholly in Train Whistle Guitar
represents a figure that embodies heroism to the protagonists. Little Buddy and Scooter,
as “which part of him you heard about was mytli and which was true didn’t matter,”
because in their eyes he represented freedom, fame, and possibility (Murray, Train 14).
Alternatively, many jazz and blues musicians are despised and condescended to
because of their association with the music. Throughout the early 20^^ century, jazz
was
Low-Brow Culture” by many Americans, particularly the upper-class.
Lawrence Levine discusses the stigma attached to jazz during this time period, quoting
crash and bang,”
seen as
jungle music.many critics who described jazz as “retrogression,
and “trash” (437). Many jazzman or bluesman experienced prejudice directly, as Jelly
Roll Morton’s own grandmother, upon discovering his playing in whorehouses and
99
brothels dowmtowoi, evicts him from her house so that he can no longer see his sisters
(Lomax 26). And in Their Eves Were Watching God. Phoeby and many of the citizens of
Eatonville believe that Tea Cake courts Janie so that “he can help her spend whut she
got” and that Janie is too “class[ed]-off ’ to be seeing him (Hurston 106, 107). Many of
these musicians, perhaps in response to their social treatment or perhaps because their
inclination towards violence and vice initially led them to play the music, adopt a
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“badman” mentality. Not only do they play in the juke joints, drink liquor, and gamble
with money and with women, but they do so unabashedly, often in the faces of their own
community and white authority. These ‘"badmen"' — the Stagolee Dupas’s of Train
Whistle Guitar — are the ones who kill the cops, perpetuating the animosity and fear that
many people have for these musicians.
Examples also exist where one jazzman or bluesman embodies both of these
qualities simultaneously. The musician's legacy, whether as heroic or infamous, reaches
a point where it no longer rests in his hands, but rather in the mind of the observer. So,
although Luzanna Cholly and Louis Armstrong can, to some extent, control their own
public perception through their actions, part of the social role of the jazzman or bluesman
involves the unpredictability of the public’s perception. For example, Stanley Crouch
writes of bebop saxophonist Charlie Parker:
However great his talent surely was, Parker was celebrated as much in the
half light and the darkness of the night world for his antics, his
irresponsible behavior, his ability to embody what Rimbaud called ‘the
love of the sacrilege.’ He was a giant of a bluesman and a jazz improviser
of astounding gifts, but his position in the world.. .has much to do with
praise he received for being an outlaw. (Crouch 155)
Thus, although in the world of jazz music, he is remembered heroically for his
“astounding gifts,” he is celebrated in the social world for his vices, such as heroin
addiction and alcohol abuse. For many of these musicians, such as Wynton Marsalis,
who seemingly treats every fan as a member of his own family, the publicized part of
their life is not what they necessarily request, but rather just one aspect of their social role
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as a jazz or blues performer. And for others, like protagonist Raymond Douglas of Man
Walking on Eggshells, who purposely associated his name witli the politicized rants of
Teacher and wrote jazz lyrics about the condition of the modem black man as still only
‘‘half-free/' they relish their social legacy (Simmons 199).
Part of the association with fame or infamy comes with the opportunity for
exemption or conviction, respectively. As many of these jazzmen or bluesmen are
publicly recognized as either heroic or malevolent, they are treated as they are perceived.
For example, when Wynton Marsalis tours the country in a Winnebago with his band, a
policeman pulls over the driver for speeding. Although Harold, the driver, thought they
cooked,” the policeman, who “loved jazz” and “had some of Wynton’s records,”
issued a warning instead. In another example, Honeyboy Edwards admits that many
blues musicians he knew used their social status as blues players to “always... steal
women” (Edwards 33). But while recognition can sometimes be beneficial, it can also be
detrimental. In one particular instance, Honeyboy Edwards and several of his musician
friends are staying in a towm in Mississippi when they are continuously arrested for
vagrancy by the officers in the town because of their recognition as musicians (Edwards
47). Finally, as mentioned earlier. Jelly Roll Morton is ostracized by his own family for
his association with jazz, setting the tone for a relationship with his sisters that would
never fully heal (Lomax 26).
The musician’s relationship to the music as democratic remains an additional
aspect of this social role. Novelist Carl Vigeland affirms jazz’s ability to “unite race, sex,
and class, bridging past and present” (Marsalis 17). The opportunity for improvisation
utilizes this democratic quality through jazz, and to some extent, the blues. As Albert
were
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Murray argues, “Improvisation is the ultimate human endowment,” representing what
Stanley Crouch labels the “choices [that] must be constantly assessed” for the “victory of
democracy'* (Crouch 161). Improvisation is also a significant democratic practice
because it embodies the creativity and flexibility needed to survive the obstacles that are
thrown at you, no matter what your class, race, or sex may be.
The jazzman and bluesman promotes democracy by “uniting race, sex, and class”
through the opportunity for performance. Despite his or her ethnicity, sex, or social class,
the jazz and blues musician receives an opportunity to perform, and if the musician
take advantage of the opportunity and prove his or her talent, that musician will be given
more opportunities (Crouch 164). For example, Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith,
and Billie Holiday all enjoyed successful recording and performing careers as jazz or
blues women, eventually given priority over many men in the recording studio (Davis
xii). Similarly, although perhaps traditionally considered a “black” art, jazz and blues
have allowed room for white musicians to not only play this music, but also to succeed as
some of “the world’s greatest living [at that time] swing players” (Armstrong 118). As a
result of listening to each other, these musicians began to respect each other as musicians
and human beings, as is symbolized by the relationship between Carl Vigeland, the white
jazz writer, and Wynton Marsalis, the black jazz musician, in Jazz in the Bittersweet
Blues of Life. Finally, the blues themselves were created by generations of
sharecroppers; however, they eventually became economically exploited so that the
musicians themselves, as well as their agents, publicists, etc., gained enough economic
success to move into the upper-class. Several musicians, like Honeyboy Edwards who
lived his adolescence in the Mississippi Delta, functioned within the sharecropping
can
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society, but others, like Ma Rainey who dictated her demands to whites in the recording
studios of New York, functioned within high-class society. Thus, the actions and
movement of these musicians eliminate any class-requirement needed to be a successful
blues musician.
Additionally, different types of people are forced together in close proximity to
listen to the jazz or blues music. In the Storyville district of New Orleans, the pimps,
whores, and thieves were often physically located next to the rich businessmen or
entrepreneurs who came to visit the prostitutes in the red light district (Ogren 58).
Similarly, during the early 20^^ century, the passionate white appreciator of jazz was often
forced to visit the brothelhouses, cabarets, or other lower social edifices that were the
only venues willing to promote jazz, which at that time was considering a primal art. The
forced coexistence of white and black into the same role of audience and appreciator
meant, at least on some level, the social equation of black with white.
Finally, the economics of jazz helped to establish the role of the jazzman and
bluesman as democratic. Stratification is (partially) eliminated in the economics of jazz
and blues, with the blackest man from the most questionable lineage possessing the
ability to make the most money, as is showcased by Louis Armstrong, who was a
fatherless delinquent on the streets of New Orleans. Also, because the revenue of a jazz
or blues musician is often unsteady, depending on  a gig that might only run for one night,
the jazzman or bluesman must resolve, or at least hold, his prejudices so as not to
jeopardize his opportunity with other bands for other gigs. If a musician develops a
reputation as hard to work with, such as Jelly Roll Morton did in Chicago, it becomes
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difficult to obtain steady employment, as Jelly Roll never worked in Chicago again after
he lost his initial job (Lomax 184).
In all, the social role of the jazz and blues musician evolves from the music itself.
This role, which constantly shifts, often adopts paradoxical and dialectical positions.
And although his role does change, he is eternally linked to the music that he plays and
loves. Placed in different positions, yet still active, the jazzman and bluesman are both
characters of perseverance and, like the music itself, can take many forms to ensure their
own survival.
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Chapter II: Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man: Improvisatory Text and Educational Journey
With experience as a jazz musician and a novelist/essayist, Ralph Ellison remains
one of the rare men who can speak with the knowledge and emotion required to
understand jazz accurately as an art form. Bom in Oklahoma City in 1914, Ellison grew
up in and around the jazz scene that was fundamental to the life of the black middle-class.
Through his own letters, essays, and interviews, as well as through the words of
experienced, professional jazzmen, this chapter attempts to analyze the ways Ellison’s
Invisible Man works together with the social implications ofjazz. The structure of the
novel, the narrator’s “improvisational” journey, and the bluesy tone of the narrator’s story
all work collectively to cast Invisible Man in the mold of a jazz novel.
Ellison saw all art, but jazz in particular, as a way to give meaning and
understanding to what is otherwise chaotic and indiscernible, a “ship in which man
conquers life’s crushing formlessness” (Ellison, Living 107). He expands, “when they
Gazz musicians] expressed their attitude toward the world it was with a fluid style that
reduced the chaos of living to form” (Ellison, Living 6). His narrator approaches the art
of improvisation the same way. Through jazz, which at its core is the practice of
managing the obstacles placed in front of oneself, the narrator creates direction, order,
and an identity from the apparent randomness of characters and situations that compose
his education.
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Jazz, and thus impro\'isation, are fundamental to Invisible Man not only because
of the author's intimate contact with both mediums (jazz and literature), but because they
represent, on so many levels, the essence of the novel. Jazz, especially when Ellison
began writing, was developing into a “full-blown aesthetic; one that... thrives on improv,
off-beat rhythms, syncopation, or what Ellison called "sudden turns that serve to remind
us that the world is ever unexplored"’ (Ostendorf 103). Ellison uses his novel and his
narrator to explore the “unexplored," to bring to the surface the unexamined aspects of an
African-American life that strives to find a vision and voice uniquely its own. As a result
of this intimate connection with jazz, the text presents an opportunity to read the journey
of the narrator as not only the journey of a questing black man, but as a journey of an
aspiring jazz musician.
Ellison illustrates the importance of each being’s historical relationship and the
context within which that being lives. As a text, Ellison places Invisible Man within the
context of the American literary tradition. The page preceding the Epilogue reads:
“Vour are saved,” cried Captain Delano, more and more astonished and
pained; ‘"you are saved: what has cast such a shadow upon you?”
Herman Melville, Benito Cereno
HARRY: I tell you, it is not me you are looking at.
Not me you are grinning at, not me your confidential looks
Incriminate, but that other person, if person.
You thought I was: let your necrophily
Feed upon that carcase
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T.S. Eliot, Family Reunion
Ellison references botli Herman Melville and T.S. Eliot, which, even if unintentionally,
not only show respect for the masters of Modernist literature that came before him and
w ho laid the foundation for the conception of his novel, but also show that his themes of
invisibility and otherness are not entirely new concepts but rather older ideas applied in a
new way to a new people and with new reverberations. As the narrator of a variation on
a conventional story, Ellison's Invisible Man also understands the tribute owed to the
fathers of history. And as he begins his individual narrative, he acknowledges these
fathers by referring to his own existence as simply the latest in a “great American
tradition of tinkers'" (Ellison, Invisible 7). This theme of using and signifying on tradition
is not only prevalent throughout the text, employed by both Ellison and the narrator, but
it is also completely analogous to the lessons applied to the aspiring jazz artists. A great
Jazz musician first and foremost acknowledges the tradition within which he expresses
himself by giving homage to his predecessors as a way of “establishing] the
relationships of improvisers to their larger tradition” (Berliner 103).
The importance of this acknowledgment is not seen solely in the artist’s act of
recognition, but also by the artist expanding upon what has already been established
before him. In one of his essays, “Living with Music,” Ellison expounds upon the jazz
tradition, claiming the aspiring jazz musician “must learn the best of the past, and add it
to his personal vision” (6). Throughout Invisible Man, Ellison follows his own advice by
building upon what Melville and Eliot have already professed in the two epigraphs; he
transforms their ideas into his own by adding his own dimensions, characters, and
insights. In fact, Ellison was enamored with jazz trumpeter Louis Annstrong in part
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because of Armstrong's awareness of his place within the history of music - not just jazz
- which he frequently showcased by incorporating  a quotation from Verdi or Broadway
"within the frame of a single improvised solo" (Ellison, Living xiii).
Although the narrator of Ellison's novel exhibits awareness of and deference to
histor>^ and its “giants," his journey to this awareness, and to many other truths, is long
and hard, filled with many obstacles, setbacks, and lessons learned (often many times
over). The narrator's education begins when he receives his scholarship to attend ‘'the
University," and while this is a great opportunity to achieve a college education, this
institution does not provide lessons that educate him about his true position in the world.
While the narrator receives a liberal arts education (taking “Home Economics” and
reading “Greek plays"), when he relies upon what he is taught and shown through the
actions of his teachers — basically that the white trustees know more about what is best
leaders do - he is punished (Ellison, Invisible 34, 40).
For example, when he executes Mr. Norton’s (a white trustee) wishes, relying upon this
man’s “vision” by acquiescing to his desire to see Jim Trueblood, an incestuous
sharecropper, the narrator angers the University administrators so much that they expel
him from school (Ellison, Invisible 39). His loyalty to the institution blinds him to the
truth about his individual situation and the situation of his race. He does not learn what
Dr. Bledsoe refers to as “the difference between the way things are and the way tliey’re
supposed to be” and thus remains a “black educated fool” (Ellison, Invisible 142, 143).
In the musical realm, the aspiring jazz musician has the option, especially more recently,
of acquiring a formal education, almost exclusively within the University setting, in
improvisation; however, a huge gap exists between learning the theory of improvisation
for the black race than their own
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and actually using that theory in performance (Kennedy, xix). In fact, the traditional
educational "institution" of jazz artists is the apprenticeship, along with the jam session
and the transcription of solos, because only through these venues does the musician
receive the opportunity to learn through action (Berliner 42, 50). In one of his essays,
Ellison admits he believes it "fortunate that jazz wasn't taught [in school] because it has
developed its own unique body of techniques through its free-swinging, improvisational,
irreverent attitude" (Ellison, Living 23).
In fact, the most valuable “education" that Invisible Man receives while in school
does not come from a textbook or a University teacher, but from an institutionalized war
veteran from an insane asylum. In an attempt to revive the unconscious Mr. Norton (the
improbability of Trueblood's story and the heat have apparently caused the trustee to
faint), Ellison’s narrator brings him to the Golden Day, a bar and whorehouse where the
local members of the insane asylum are allowed to indulge in drinking and prostitution.
One of the “insane” war veterans offers Invisible Man seemingly nonsensical (at least to
the narrator) advice. After misunderstanding the vet’s accurate assessment of Mr.
Norton’s relationship with himself, the narrator sees this “raving” man again on the
northbound bus (Ellison, Invisible 139). The veteran admonishes the narrator, “Learn to
look beneath the surface... Play the game, but don’t believe in it” (Ellison, Invisible 153).
Although this warning is exactly what Invisible Man eventually discovers to be true, he
must progress through the entire novel, gaining personal experience for the advice to
acquire meaning. Similarly, while the novice jazz musician may receive advice that
could drastically alter his understanding about improvisation, the suggestion may not
become discernable or applicable until much later in his musical progression. As one
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professional jazz musician claims, “I can show you the basic theory you need to play jazz
in a few hours, but you will spend the next five to seven years studying it before you can
make much use of it in your playing" (Berliner 165).
And although a mentor's advice may be helpful, the narrator creates a problem by
relying too strictly upon the advice and ideology of his ‘"father-figures.” For example,
when Dr. Bledsoe expels him for chauffeuring Mr. Norton to Jim Trueblood’s cabin and
the Golden Day, Invisible Man completely “recalibrates his entire system” to indict
himself so that his ideology - the belief in the benevolence and omniscience of the
University teachers, administrators, and trustees  — remains valid (Smith 32). As he walks
back to his dorm room after his meeting with Bledsoe which results in his expulsion,
“stumbling along, holding on desperately to one of [his] eyes,” the narrator admits his
own loyalty, claiming, “1 knew no other way of living... I was so completely apart of
that existence that in the end 1 had to make my peace” (Ellison, Invisible 146, 147).
Although he recognizes his adherence to this belief, he does not recognize it as a mistake,
as a literal blinding to the possibility of other epistemologies. When the narrator does
abandon his belief that, as the vet says, “white is right,” he simply replaces it with
another, that of the Brotherhood. (Although Bledsoe is black, his statements and actions.
When you buck against me, you’re bucking against power, rich white folk’s
which means government power!” are consistent with those
of the white men the narrator knows (Ellison, Invisible 142)). After the shooting of Tod
Clifton, the narrator “back[sj away” from his individual thoughts about the significance
and implications of the Clifton’s death, instead relying on tlie Brotherhood ideology that
he has adopted, concluding, “[IJndividuals were without meaning... Clifton had chosen
such as.
power, the nation’s power
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to plunge out of history' and, except for the picture it made in my mind’s eye, only the
plunge was recorded, and that was the only important thing” (Ellison, Invisible 447).
Squandering an opportunity for personal revelation, the narrator chooses to withdraw
under the ideological umbrella of the Brotherhood, which only allows him to question
how Clifton's death could be used to further the Brotherhood’s own cause. A similar
danger arises when a musician follow's too closely to the ideology, or style, of a mentor.
As Benny Bailey, a jazz trumpet player, recalls, ‘'When you're very young, you don’t
have the harmonic knowledge to create solos yourself, so you begin by copying things
that sound good in other people's solos" (Berliner 95). While this attitude seems, at least
here, to be tolerated, it does not reveal the danger in this process. In fact, most
professional musicians see imitation as only a basic step for beginners; eventually the
good musician progresses from “imitation to assimilation to innovation,” with the latter
being the ultimate goal (Berliner 120).
For Invisible Man, a compromise between blindly following his guides and acting
completely independent and arbitrarily must be forged. As Ellison has already shown, no
man exists independent of history, and thus the narrator cannot completely escape some
form of philosophy. However, as one critic states, “He [the narrator] mistakes an
individual or a legend for a tradition,” implying that the narrator confuses Brother Jack of
the Brotherhood or “The Founder” of the University with fully established “traditions”
(Callahan 63). Ellison is not criticizing all ideology in Invisible Man, as the way of
thinking may in fact be extremely advantageous; but Ellison portrays the risk and
disadvantages of relying so heavily upon what one person thinks by showing how the
narrator suppresses his own, individual thoughts. The importance of knowing another
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ideology comes through knowing where your own voice fits in relation to it, and for the
narrator his entire journey is a quest for his own voice. His journey, a search for “an
appropriate identity," re\ eals the power of his own individual voice, as his final act is to
write his ow n stor>- where he names himself an “Invisible Man" (Smith 27). The
individuality that e\ entually comes to the narrator despite his father-figures’ strictness
reflects a similar process for the jazzman. Once the musician has immersed himself in
the knowledge of his study, his goal, like that of Invisible Man, becomes to find and then
strengthen his own voice. Ellison clarifies this step in an essay: “[I]t is more meaningful
to speak of apprenticeship, ordeals, initiation ceremonies, of rebirth. For after the
jazzman has learned... he must then ‘find himself as it were, his soul” (Ellison, Living
60). For the jazzman, he cannot take his “self-reliance” or his “personal education” for
granted by shadowing another musician’s style or ideas; he must actively seek the means
to achieve his identity by “tak[ing] control of [his] own music education” (Berliner 59).
The narrator progresses towards this final individual act by acquiring experience.
Only through actively living and experiencing can he procure the wasdom and authority
to name himself. The narrator declares, “They were me; they defined me. I was my
experiences and my experiences were me, and no blind men... could take that (Ellison,
Invisible 508). For the narrator, who, after his “rebirth” in the hospital scene states,
“When I discover who I am. I’ll be free,” his identity and his freedom are intertwined
(Ellison, Invisible 243). If identity, freedom, and language are all connected, then
Invisible Man's freedom must somehow come from the eloquence and the persuasiveness
of the story he presents. “Technique is,” Ellison asserts, “the key to creative freedom”
(Ellison, Living xviii). And the narrator refines his rhetorical technique as he compounds
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his experiences. Similarly, the jazz musician uses his experience to define himself, but
he tells his stoiy through a different language. Ellison states that, "‘After the jazzman
learns the techniques of his instrument, he must be reborn (in jam session) to achieve his
identity" (Ellison, Li\ ing xix). One critic follows this statement by explaining that “the
search for eloquence requires thinking while acting," which is the basic definition of
improvisation (Callahan 58). From these statements, it becomes clear that, for Ellison,
the key to moving on to the next step for the aspiring jazz musician is mastering the
technique of his instrument and honing that technique in the social arena of the jam
session, just as the narrator must master the technique (eloquence and cogency) of his
instrument (speaking and writing). As one musician claims, through “technique” the
improviser can literally make the instrument “talk or cry” (Berliner 68).
The jam session, what Ellison labels the mode for “rebirth” in improvisational
terms, possesses an inlierent social aspect that directly parallels the narrator’s story.
Ellison remarks, “The delicate balance struck between strong individual personality and
the group during... jam sessions was a marvel of social organization” (Ellison, Living 6).
While the soloist, at this stage, has already freed himself from the technical constraints
that accompanied his immature identity, it is here in his journey, among his mentors and
critics, where he must master the duality of individuality and community. Wynton
Marsalis testifies to the difficulty of “maintaining an equilibrium” with the other
musicians because each musician cannot “judge or fight what the others do, but just go
with it” (Marsalis 72). One of the challenges of improvising is that the soloist is both
establishing his own solo voice and remaining within the framework of the ensemble; the
improviser integrates the diverging urges to both outplay and blend. For Invisible Man it
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is, as Jim Trueblood declares \\ hen describing how he impregnated his daughter, like
“having to mo\ e ̂^'ithout moving" (Ellison, Invisible 59). This duality, an apparent
contradiction that underlies the entire improvisatory process, defines the narrator
throughout the novel. For example, whenever he confronts the sexuality of a white
woman he has an inherent desire to “both smash her and to stay with her” (Ellison,
Invisible 415). Furthermore, as the soloist defines his voice “within and against the
group,” Invisible Man attempts to define his voice within organizations, such as the
Brotherhood and the Liberty Paints Union, that will not allow him to speak for himself.
Brother Jack reminds him, “You were not hired to think,” while the union makes its
decision about his membership “without even giving [him] a chance to speak for
[himjselF' (Ellison, Invisible 223, 469). Because they deny his voice, he cannot find his
identity within these establishments. The narrator struggles to find his voice as a man, a
black man, and a black man from the South, creating concentric social circles in which he
must maneuver as an individual and as a representative of each group.
In addition to working within the context of the ensemble as an individual, the
soloist must improvise within the framework of the chord progression. Young musicians
struggle to realize the importance of “the chord progression of each piece as a
fundamental guideline” (Berliner 71). While the soloist is allowed a large amount of
freedom in his solo, this freedom must only be exercised within the chordal fabric of a
song or section. Again, a contradiction arises: the improviser is given a “limitless”
opportunity - as the life of jazz is based upon “endless improvisation” - to create a solo
that is uniquely individual, yet he must do so while respecting and maintaining the
standards of the idiom. In the novel, this freedom within structure is echoed thiough
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Invisible Man's actions, particularly in the Prologue, after he already recognizes himself
as “in\ isible". First, he realizes that although he appears ‘invisible’’ to this society, he is
still real and must live within the framework of this society like any other man must do -
in other words, his actions ha\ e consequences, as documented by his very real
confrontation with the man \\ ho “bumped” him (Ellison, Invisible 4). In reference to his
own image, he states. "[T]o be unaware of one's fomi is to live a death” (Ellison,
Invisible 7). Although the narrator is speaking about his own physical and social form,
when applied within a musical context, the statement reveals an even deeper meaning.
He performs his sabotage within the framework of his resources, by rewiring his room to
exploit electricity from Monopolated Light & Power (Ellison, Invisible 7). He exercises
this concept of creative freedom within structure by literally transferring power to
himself. Perhaps the best analogy comes from his grandfather, who, upon his deathbed,
demands that the narrator, “[OJvercome ‘em with yeses, undermine ‘em with grins, agree
‘em to death and destruction” (Ellison, Invisible 16). The narrator acts upon this concept
much later in the novel by becoming a “confirmer of their [the Brotherhood’s]
misconceptions” and attempting to “assure them that the community was in full
agreement with their program” by “falsify[ing] the attendance records” (Ellison, Invisible
509-510). By working within the structures of the organization of which he is already a
member, the narrator attempts to improvise a story of destruction.
While the narrator tries to help the Brotherhood ignore the reality of their
situation - that they are creating more enemies than empathizers - “until it exploded in
their faces,” his act of sabotage eventually explodes in his face as Harlem erupts into a
riot (Ellison, Invisible 511). Yet, despite this failed attempt, he still relies on sabotage
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against the Electric Company while “hibernating" in his hole. As the vet reminds him,
“Play the game, but play it your own way" (Ellison, Invisible 153). For the narrator, he is
able to use the resources that are available to him - whether it is his invisibility and
entrenchment into the Brotherhood or his access to the basement of the power company -
to make himself at least felt, if not seen. Several times throughout the novel he uses what
he knows and has access to through the accumulation of his experiences as a weapon to
combat his own invisibility. In one instance, he literally transforms the stereotypes used
against him into weapons. When Ras, an African Harlemite who uses rhetoric to exhort
violence by blacks against whites, orders his followers to hang the narrator, he uses his
briefcase, which contains everything he had previously acquired that represented how
other people saw him — including a bank shaped as  a Negro caricature, his brotherhood
identification tag, and a dancing Sambo doll — to beat Ras’s men so that he can escape
(Ellison, Invisible 560). By using other people’s stereotypes about himself as a weapon,
the narrator literally performs the action that he figuratively performs elsewhere. For
example, in addition to using his invisibility to combat his invisibility within the
Brotherhood, Invisible Man employs what he has access to as a Southern, African-
American man: black. Southern culture, particularly in the form of rhymes, songs, and
even food. The simple act of eating yams, a traditionally Southern food, provides him
with “an intense feeling of freedom” because he “no longer had to worry about who saw
[him] or about what was proper” (Ellison, Invisible 264). By accepting his black
Southern heritage instead of hiding it, the narrator uses it as a resource of pride and
freedom. In the same scene where he eats the yams, he even envisions using
“chitterlings” as weapon to embaiTass Bledsoe by revealing his secret desire for hog
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bowels (Ellison, Invisible 265). Even cultural rhymes and songs provide Invisible Man
with enlightenment about certain situations. For example, when he discovers Bledsoe has
written letters that instruct the trustees to keep the narrator chasing an ever “receding”
dream, he replays the song of “Poor Robin" in his head to gain insight into his own
position as being manipulated (Ellison, Invisible 192-193). Musically, the jazzman must
similarly rely upon the resources at his disposal, what his experience and technique allow
him, as weapons against his competitors. Ellison reminisces that as a young musician
and child, one must “get your knowledge from wherever you can and turn whatever’s
available into an instrument," as Ellison himself witnessed musicians transform “combs”
and “a vibrating piece of tissue paper” into “improvised” instruments (Ellison, Living
16). The metaphor of the naiTator's experiences as weapons applies to the jazz world,
for, as Ellison claims, “[T]here is always someone waiting... to blow him literally, not
only down, but into shame and discouragement” (Ellison, Living 61).
Just as the narrator and the jazzman must mediate between building one s own
voice from the tradition before him and clinging to the men who professed this tradition,
so must he negotiate between a rigid, overbearing form and one that is so free it contains
no structure. The aspiring jazzman must realize that “his recognition of manhood
depends upon their [his peers] acceptance of his ability as having reached a standard
which is all the more difficult for not having been rigidly codified” (Ellison, Living 61).
While this “standard” refers not only to chordal progression, but meter, time, key, and
other musical components, it can perhaps only be defined, as Ellison suggests, through
what it must not be: too constraining or too vague. Invisible Man, after experiencing
both forms, recoils from them. Ellison’s narrator is horrified by the rigidity of Dr.
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Bledsoe, who claims "1*11 ha\ e even' Negro in the country hanging on tree limbs by
morning if it means staying where I am" (Ellison, Invisible 143). However, when
Invisible Man, in tr> ing to disguise himself, accidentally gamers the appearance of
Rinehart and is mistaken in his different social roles — boozer, lover, and preacher— the
narrator rejects the formlessness and inflexibility of this life as well, admitting, he did not
want "the freedom of a Rinehart" nor "to serve Bledsoe*" (Ellison, Invisible 143, 506,
575). Me searches for freedom that is "neither so fomiless as to be chaotic (witness
Rinehart) or so tightly controlled as to be mechanical or oppressive (witness Bledsoe)
(O’Meally 9).
While the text identities more closely with the analogy of jazz and improvisation,
Ellison interjects the blues into the text in several instances. And, as Wynton Marsalis
declares, "‘If you aren*t addressing the blues you can’t be playing jazz” (Thomas 295).
The blues impulse, defined by Ellison as “an impulse to keep the painful details and
episodes of a brutal experience alive in one's aching consciousness, to finger its jagged
grain, and to transcend it, not by the consolation of philosophy but by squeezing from it a
speaks through the narrator’s story, as it is filled with
scenes of both great humor and intense dejection. Thus, this impulse rests at the
foreground of the novel (Ellison, Living 103). The blues as a form, which Ellison labels
“an autobiographical account of personal catastrophe expressed lyrically” presents itself
through many characters in Invisible Man (Ellison, Living 103). The blues characters are
in fact the ones in the novel who offer the narrator the most accurate perspective about
his own position, once again implicating his narrative as a “blues” story. For example,
Jim frueblood, a "blues singer and virtuoso prose narrator” offers Invisible Man a lesson
near-tragic, near-comic lyricism.
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by accepting himself and his actions in telling the stoiy^ of his own incest (Baker, 175).
While singing the blues. Trueblood decides. *i ain't nobody but myself and aint’ nothin’ I
can do but let whatever is gonna happen, happen" (Ellison, Invisible 66). This statement
is “an alTiimation of a still recognizable humanity by a singer who has incorporated his
personal disaster into a code of bleus meanings" (Baker 190). Similarly, Brother Tarp
retells his own story with a similar blues quality. By “tellin’ it bettern I ever thought
could," he reveals to Invisible Man the significance of saying “yes and no” (the
ambivalence of the blues) and the importance of remembering his roots, which he
exemplifies by retaining the chain he wore as member of the “chain gang” in the South
(Ellison, Invisible 388). Both men teach the narrator about collecting strength from the
past and using their previous hardships to move forward. These instructions on
transforming past transgressions into progress directly relate to the spontaneity inherent
in jazz that allows mistakes to become discoveries. Wynton Marsalis, in explaining a
difference between classical music and jazz music, asserts that, when you make a mistake
“in jazz, everyone is supposed to play off your mistake” and transform the mistake into
an opportunity for new innovation (Marsalis 120). Often, a wrong note, phrasing, or
rhythm can reveal an entirely new possibility of viewing a theme or chord change. As
Invisible Man learns from his mistakes, whether in the form of naivety (in his education),
liquidity (in his appearance), or animosity (in his relationships), he, like the soloist, can
create “musical saves” by exploring their full dimensions.
And much as the soloist builds upon what is laid before him, the novel, through
the jazz impulse, builds off this blues impulse. Werner states, “Seen in relation to the
blues impulse, the jazz impulse provides a way of exploring implications, of realizing the
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relational possibilities of the (blues) self, and of expanding the consciousness of self and
community through a process of continual improvisation" (Werner xxii). Ellison
explores this process by slo\vl\' revealing to his narrator that his ‘‘predicament" presents
many opportunities, such as sabotage (with Monopolated Light & Power) or
identification (with Trueblood and Brother Tarp). And, as previously shown, Invisible
Man explores his relationships both with himself and his community by searching for an
identity apart from and within the organizations and social groups in which he exists.
By analyzing a specific section of the novel that directly deals with jazz
references, the reader can interpret this scene as a microcosm of Ellison’s insights into
jazz, and thus better understand how. structurally, Ellison sets the tone for the rest of his
novel. In the Prologue. Invisible Man smokes “a reefer" and listens to Louis Armstrong s
song, “What Did I Do to Be so Black and Blue?" The narrator imagines himself
descending into the music, where he encounters several scenes of African-American
history, such as a slave auction, a preacher’s sermon, and a meeting with a slave woman
whose miscegenation resulted in the death of her master and the father of her sons
(Ellison, Invisible 8-12). “Invisibility," the narrator claims, “gives one a slightly different
sense of time, you’re never quite on the beat. Sometimes you’re ahead and sometimes
behind... And you slip into the breaks and look around. That’s what you hear vaguely in
Louis’ music" (Ellison, Invisible 8). Equating this different sense of time with the
rhythm of a boxer, the narrator foreshadows his own use of his enemies weapons, such
as stereotypes, against them. His descent educates him and thus supports his later
conclusion that the great ‘lie’' was that “success was a rising upward” (Ellison, Invisible
510). For as he descends figuratively into the music, he descends culturally into
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spirituals and blues, or \\ hat the white men and “educated" black men of the University
refer to as “primiti\ e" (Ellison, Invisible 47). The slave woman singing spirituals and
professing the blues (through her “ambi\ alence") precedes all the other bluesmen who
teach the narrator an important lesson in identity when she instructs him on the definition
of freedom, claiming, *i guess now it [freedom] ain't nothing but knowing howto say
what I got up in my head" (Ellison, Invisible 11). Finally, upon re-immersing himself in
“reality," the narrator hears the clima.\ of the music as Armstong asks “innocently, “What
did I do/ To be so black/ And blue?" (Ellison, Invisible 12). The music associates history
and education with the answer to the racial question, suggesting the power that music,
history, and black cultural experience provide for Invisible Man throughout the rest of the
narrative.
As a narrative, the text of Invisible Man suggests possibilities of the power and
significance of jazz through its continual references. When fully explored, the layers and
meanings to which the novel extends reveal Ellison’s craft as completely ingenious in his
use of jazz. When combined with his personal thoughts and the experience of
professional jazz musicians. Invisible Man offers itself as a parallel to the improvisatory
approach of the aspiring jazzman.
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Chapter III: Jazz and Blues Text as Musical Performance
“Written texts all ha\ e to be related somehow, directly or indirectly, to the world
of sound, the natural habitat of language, to yield their meaning” (Jones 68). This claim,
from critic Meta Duliw a Jones, applies, not only to the language of orality, but also to the
language of music. Jazz and blues literary w'orks are often identified as such by several
different components: character, setting, author, or subject. Several of these novels also
contain passages of text that function within the parameters of their specific musical
genre. Many texts, and all of the ones examined in this chapter, actually perform as jazz
or blues music by mimicking the fomi and/or technique of the musicians. Additionally,
these selected passages expand the social significance of that particular scene and novel
by suggesting the reexamination of character and setting within a new social context.
In this analysis, I have chosen to select only passages that contain spoken
dialogue. This choice was made for several reasons: 1) the voice itself is, in both jazz
and blues, an instrument, and claiming the voice as a performing instrument within the
context of the text, and thus within the context of the music, creates the opportunity for
the introduction of jazz and blues intimations into the argument 2) both jazz and blues
music are audience-reactive genres, with specific structures, such as call-and-response or
the jam-session, which incorporate the audience as both witness and participant into the
music 3) the social significance of the selected passages in regards to each respective
novel cannot be accurately discussed without a community, which is created through the
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dialogue of these passages. While the passages may contain sections of thought or
narration (non-dialogue), they are only referenced to provide support for a conclusion
drawn from the spoken text itself.
In Zora Neale Hurston's Their Eves Were Watching God, young, traveling
bluesman Tea Cake and recently widowed Janie perform a blues song, particularly
through flirting and bantering, during tlieir first encounter at the country store which
Janie oversees. The content of the dialogue in this scene suggests blues implications, as
the passage is filled with violent and sexual innuendo, a common theme for blues songs.
Oftentimes women in blues songs, particularly those of Ma Rainey and Bessie Smith, act
with ‘independence and assertiveness - indeed defiance - bordering on and sometimes
erupting into violence" (Davis 21). Janie exhibits all tliree aforementioned qualities
during this scene. For example, Janie's willingness to play checkers with Tea Cake
reflects the freedom she possesses now that her controlling husband, Jody, has died. She
responds to Tea Cake's encouragement by revealing the subordination and dominance of
her marriage: “Jody useter tell me Ah never would learn. It wuz too heavy fuh mah
brains” (Hurston 147). Janie's violent indication appears in her response to Tea Cake s
playful question, “Could yuh lemme have uh pound uh knuckle puddin’ till Saturday?
Ah’m sho tuh pay yuh then” (Hurston 150). Janie reciprocates and extends the joke
about “knuckle puddin'” (a slang term for a beating with the fist), answering, “You need
ten pounds, Mr. Tea Cake. All’ll let yuh have all Ah got and you needn t bother bout
payin’ it back” (Hurston 150). The undertone of violence that surrounds this
conversation is subsidiary only to the sexual tension. Janie, who receives
fea Cake’s “full, lazy eyes," “lean, over-padded shoulders,” and “narrow waist,” seizes
thrills” from
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ever>’ opportunity to laugh or llirt with Tea Cake, feigning anger at his “jumping” of her
king during the checkers game (Hurston 146, 147). And Tea Cake similarly finds reasons
to stay in the store \\ ith Janie, returning her sentiments, for example, by complementing
the “meat on yo' head" (Hurston 147), The performance of this dialogue - especially the
elimination of sexually or physically violent “taboos” - designates the passage as
potentially bluesy (Da\ is 107).
Another common theme of the blues song - perhaps the most common theme-
that appears in this scene is travel. Many images and tliemes of “the blues have much to
do with the movement of the Negro" (Oliver 47). One particular section of dialogue in
this scene contains elements of blues lyricism that implements this theme of
movement":
“Aw naw! How you gointuh git back home?”
“Wait round heah fuh a car. If none don’t come, Ah got good shoe
leather. ‘Tain't but seben miles nohow. Ah could walk dat in no time.
Easy.”
If it wuz me, Ah'd wait on uh train. Seben miles is uh kinda long
walk.
“It would be for you, ‘cause you ain’t used to it. But Ah’m seen
women walk further’n dat. You could too, if yuh had it tuh do.”
“Maybe so, but Ah’11 ride de train long as Ah got railroad fare.
“Ah don’t need no pocket-full uh money to ride de train lak uh
woman. When Ah takes uh notion Ah rides anyhow - money or no
money.” (Hurston 148)
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Here. Tea Cake re\ eals to Janie how he has traveled from “Orlandah,” and must walk
“seben" miles to return home (Hurston 145, 148). Janie, in response, suggests that Tea
Cake ride the train because “seben miles is uh kinda long walk,” to which Tea Cake
replies with a blues-like line. “Ah don't need no pocket-full uh money to ride de train...
When Ah takes uh notion Ah rides anyhow” (Hurston 148). “Hobo Jungle Blues” by
Sleepy John Estes captures Tea Cake's exact sentiment in its lyrics:
Now 1 was East road-bound, bound for my home town.
Now I was b'ast road-bound, bound for me home town.
Now if you ain't got the fare, that's where they will let you down (Oliver 68)
Tea Cake’s lyricism of the line functions almost like the “B” line of a blues verse, as the
“A” and “A prime” (repeated) lyrics were stated in Janie’s exclamations of “If it wuzme,
Ah’d wait on uh train,” and then her restatement, “Maybe so, but All’ll ride de train long
as Ah got railroad fare” (Hurston 148). This stanza of AA’B “consists typically of a
statement repeated one or more times, sometimes with slight variations, and a gnomic
comment or response” (Murray, Stomping 75). In these lines, Hurston incorporates a
standard blues motif - the train - within the fundamental blues structure - the AA’B
stanza. The extended focus on the train ride mimics perhaps the most popular motif, the
train, within perhaps the most popular of blues subjects, travel, as attested by the
“countless blues” which address this theme (Oliver 70).
In addition to subject and overall musical form, the diction of the dialogue in this
passage coincides with the lyrics and tone of the blues. The vernacular language
exercised by these characters parallels most blues lyrics, whose meanings are not “greatly
impaired by mispronunciation, sloppy syntax, or even misquotation” (Murray, Stomping
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82). The “imprecision" of the Southern black dialect does not deter from, but rather
enhances, the emotion and meaning which the words connote, as the rhythm of the line is
more important than the comprehensibility. Furthermore, the tone of blues music, “the
general sense of playing for recreation, as when participating in games of skill,” and the
capacity of the musicians, who in the process of improvisation “elaborate, extend, and
refine" with “the technique, skill, imagination, talent, and eventually the taste that adds
up to artifice" correspond with the tone and technique of this particular scene. Tea Cake
and Janie's entire dialogue centers around “play" in every sense of the word-through
their flirting and bantering, during the actual game of checkers, and in Tea Cake’s
“acting’' with his “invisible" friend (which will be considered in more detail in the
subsequent section). And as addressed earlier, each character expands and modifies the
other’s joke or witticism, as shown through Janie’s extension of Tea Cake’s “knuckle
puddin”’ comment, and also by their elaboration of the metaphor of Tea Cake s name.
Janie exclaims, “Tea Cake! So you sweet as all dat?” He replies, “Ah may be guilty.
You better try me and see" (Hurston 149).
The dialogue between Tea Cake and Janie follows the standard call-and-response
form of the blues. In blues, this structure “creates space for spontaneous audience
response in a matter that is similar to religious testifying... [T]he blues performance falls
flat without the anticipated affirmations of the audience” (Davis 55). Tea Cake and Janie
alternate the roles of performer and audience in this scene, affirming the other’s
flirtations. For example, Janie plays audience to Tea Cake as instructor when he teaches
her checkers. But she eliminates the boundary between perfomier and audience by
interacting with him, playing another role (this time of the ignorant, helpless girl) when
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he takes her king. She holds his hand and tells him, “No suh! Not mah king. You kin
take another one. but not dat one" (Hurston 147). Tea Cake even expands his audience at
one point during the dialogue, creating a third participant in their “song." As he leaves,
he throws his hat towards .lanie, announcing to an invisible third part>% “If she don’t
throw it at me. All'll take a chance on cornin' back." When Janie throws the hat back to
him. Tea Cake continues, “H\ en if she had uh brick she couldn’t hurt yuh wid it”
(Hurston 149). By addressing his imaginaiy' companion as “yuh,” Tea Cake solidifies the
third party as an audience, although he does not actively participate, and thus as witness
to the “show" which Tea Cake and Janie are perfomiing.
I'his passage testifies to the way in which the blues provides a medium for men
and women to explore the sexual dynamic. According to critic Angela Davis, the blues,
“emerging during the decades following the abolition of slavery... gave musical
expression to the new social and sexual realities encountered by African Americans as
free women and men" (Davis 4). When this idea is viewed in conjunction with Janie’s
repressive history with men and the setting of the novel (Janie’s grandmother was bom a
slave), it illuminates the social significance of her interaction with Tea Cake. Oppressed
by her two previous husbands into domestic servility, Janie perfoims a dialogue with Tea
Cake as a blues song, like many other female blues songs, tlirough which she “challenged
the notion that women’s 'place’ was in the domestic sphere” (Davis 11). Through her
sexual and independent actions, Janie participates in the tradition of “blues women...
[who were] responsible for the dissemination of attitudes toward male supremacy that
had decidedly feminist implications” (Davis 55). Although Hurston incorporates
domestic violence, albeit with jocularity, in this scene, the reciprocity of suggested
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violence betw een Janie and l ea Cake attests to “women's right as individuals to conduct
themselves however they w ish" (Davis 31).
Also incorporating sexuality, one particular passage in Albert Murray’s Train
Whistle Guitar also lunctions as blues-like. WTien the teenage narrator. Scooter, recounts
his first sexual experiences, he tells of one particular escapade with an older girl, Deljean
McCray, and the subsequent loss of both their virginities. Because the dialogue during
their act of sexual intercourse refers to different blues songs and dances as both music
and sexual positions or acts. Scooter and Deljean equate sex with blues music,
reinforcing this association through their own actions, which are creating their own oral
blues while they have sex. fheir speech becomes musical, employing steady rhythm and
literary devices, such as rhyme and alliteration. Several critics address the way in which
text becomes jazz or blues by altering certain language, with one particular critic praising
the “punctuation, line length, repetition, alliteration, and vowel choice” of a particular
blues/sermonic poem (Brown 23). Murray employs many of these same devices as, when
Deljean says, “When you see me doing this that’s when I’m doing my belly roll to sell
my jelly roll,” creating the internal rhyme common in song lyrics (Murray, Train 147).
She expands, “What you going do when I sic my puppies on you like Miss Slick
McGinnis all the way out in San Fransisco?” (Murray, Train 147). In this sentence, she
uses alliteration and assonance (“s” and “1” consonants, “i” vowels) combined with
sexual imagery and distance (“all the way out in San Fransisco”), which, as previously
mentioned, are two of the more popular blues themes, to create music. The punctuation
of the passage also suggests a blues interpretation. Although this section is filled with
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dialogue, the only three punctuation marks used are the comma, period, and question
mark, all of which are used sparingly. As black poets “imply improvisation in their
texts... through punctuation or its absence," Murray's stream-of-consciousnesstechnique
throughout the entire no\ el implies a connection with the improvisation of the blues
(Brown 73). Subsequently, the scarce punctuation eliminates the traditional distinction
between thought, dialogue, and narration for these characters, just as, for this class of
characters and this author, the distinction between music and speech remains blurred.
The sexual innuendo and imagery' in this section also distinguishes it as blues
like. Del jean uses phrases like “straddling the mountain," “greasy pole,” and “come to
the buck" while instructing Scooter on the physiology of the different sexual acts
(Murray, Train 146). Generally, the use of sexual metaphors in blues lyrics is not only
common, but “forthright and uncompromising” (Oliver 111). For example, in the
following blues stanzas from bluesman Black Ace in his song “Lowing Heifer,” he lists
several euphemisms for sexual acts or sexual anatomy:
I been a mighty good bull cow. Oh Lord, but I got to go, {twice)
I found me a pigment heifer, I can tell by the way she lows.
Mama, Tm gone, with a horn long as your right arm, {twnce)
And when I get to hookin’. I’ll have me a brand new happy home. (Oliver 121)
The songs referenced in this section of Train Whistle Guitar, such as the “bobo,” “sporty
snatch,” and “bumping the stump,” function as sexual acts
and apparently well-known blues songs and dances (Murray, Train 146-147). The




the “\ ulgar" dances that blucsmen and blueswoman created, such as the “Black Bottom,'
Texas Twist," and the "Georgia Crawl," advocate an interpretation of this section as a
kind of blues song (01i\ er 162).
Like Janie and Tea Cake. Scooter and Deljean also participate in the traditional
call-and-response blues fonn. Deljean is almost performing a tutorial while she is having
sex, teaching Scooter b\ example and name which act they are executing. Thus, Scooter
becomes the audience and Del jean the perfomier. Scooter performs this participatory
role by actually engaging in the sexual act itself, and also by ‘‘responding” to her call of
“What you going do when 1 sic my puppies on you like Miss Slick McGinnis all the way
out in San Fransisco?" with his reply, "Sic them back that's all right who like” (Murray,
Train 147). For Scooter, who cannot "make up my mind whether I wanted to be like
Stagolee or Luzana Cholly, or Elmore Sanders,” all of whom are blues musicians he
admires, this moment is a blues moment. Deljean even reverses roles and becomes an
audience member when, as Scooter “sics her puppies,” she begins “snapping her fingers”
and “sucking her breath through her teeth” as if accompanying the music (Murray, Train
147).
For these two teenagers, inaugural experiences with sexually-charged situations -
the sexual acts themselves and the more general process of learning howto communicate
with the opposite sex — are realized thi'ough the blues. Traditionally, the blues provides
opportunities for and lessons on sexual behavior. For many male African-Americans, the
juke joints where these blues and dances were perfonned offered a social space in which
they could “carouse, dance, and join in the rough entertainment,” exploring sexual
relationships and proposing a crude sexual freedom through the emotion of the blues
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(01i\ er 161 ). I'his scene displa\ s ihe sexual freedom which the blues offered women as
well. Whereas hisioriealK, women remained subordinate to men in all sexual aspects, the
blues pro\ ided an opportunity w here women like Deljean, who initiates and leads the
entire sexual experience, could be **asserti\ e" and “defiant” in their sexuality (Davis 21).
I'he protagonist ot' Ralph I^llison's Invisible Man makes several speeches
throughout the no\ el; howe\ er, as a new member of the Brotherhood he makes one
particular speech that re\ erberates w ith jazz intensity. Acquiescing to Brother Jack’s
request that he speak to an audience full of Harlem men and women, the narrator expands
upon an impromptu speech he has recently given at the eviction of an elderly couple.
From the very beginning of this scene, the tone of tlie event is set for a jazz-like
performance. Although Ellison's narrator makes the final speech of the event, following
several other members of the Brotherhood, he comments upon the mood of the crowd as
he ascends to the stage. He hears the audience sing a new version of “John Brown s
Body,” a traditional African-American spiritual:
John Brown \s body lies a-mold'ring
in the grave
John Brown \s body lies a-mold'ring
in the grave
John Brown 's body lies a-mold'ring
in the grave
- His soul is marching on!
The spacing of the lyrics, combined with the narrator’s description of the “marching
tempo of clapping hands,” implies that the rhythm of the song is noticeably different
from the original version, most likely because of the implementation of syncopation.
Upon the completion of the song, he declares, “Imagine that... they make tlie old song
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sound new” (I^llison. In\ isible 339). The transformation of an old “standard” into a new
vehicle for expression by changing a core musical structure, such as rhythm in this
example, remains a jazz staple, and a\ oids what critic Gayl Jones labels the “problem [in
jazz fiction of] finding ‘equi\ alents' from the wide range of musical theory and practice.
i.e. forms of cxpressie’jn and interaction indigenous to Jazz, which will then contribute to
an understanding of a particular... fictional sequence” (Gysin 275). The “new” song
incorporates the basic elements of the spiritual, which was an African-American
precursor to jazz, and precedes the narrator's own transfomiation of an older African-
American art form the sermonic speech - into his own, original tool for eliciting the
emotion of the crow d. f or example, during his inner monologue before he begins his
speech, the narrator asserts, “1... might have been trying to speak in a foreign language.
For I couldn't remember the coiTect words and phrases from the pamphlets [about the
Brotherhood which Brother Jack had given him]. I had to fall back upon tradition...”
(Ellison, Invisible 342). And as Craig Hansen Werner states, “jazz provides a way for
new ideas, new vision to enter the tradition” (252). Because the narrator “falls back
upon” the tradition of the “old, down-to-earth, Tm-sick-and-tired-of-the-way-they’ve-
been-treating-us approach,” he is also speaking within a parameter, a structure such as a
chord progression or rhythmical meter which is a requirement of soloing in jazz (Ellison,
Invisible 342). Also, by incorporating a nursery rhyme into his speech, he performs the
same standard jazz function, which the crowd has just achieved by creating the new
spiritual, of “borrowing from other songs - that are not necessarily jazz tunes - and
folding them into a restructured melody, often transfomiing the original tune’s rhythmic
framework” (Jones 81). Invisible Man “borrows” from a standard nurseiy rhyme by
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comparing “us” lo “blind mice,” rhetorically asking the audience, “Did you ever see such
a sight in your life? Such an ///?-common sight!” (Ellison, Invisible 343). Immediately
interjecting the adjcctix e “uncommon,” which he has used several times already
throughout the speech, disturbs the traditional rhythm of the rhyme/song, refocusing the
emphasis upon Inx isible Man's own improvised diction, and ends the song incompletely,
thus reinventing a standard song through his own creativity,
rhe narrator continues his use of Jazz approaches by applying several basic
literary and musical tropes throughout his speech while he performs a type of oral jazz
solo. The narrator uses a particular jazz device by “wonydng the line,” a technique where
the performer uses a “repetition of sounds, words, and plirases...[such as] repeating] a
word or phrase while \ ar>'ing the rhythm or melody” to achieve an effect (Brown 32).
Invisible Man employs the motif of “dispossession*’ throughout the speech, addressing
the word and its numerous connotations from several different angles. He uses the word
as a “feeler” for the crowd, asking tritely if the microphone, which looks like the skull of
man, “died from dispossession?” (Ellison, Invisible 341). Drawing courage from the
audience’s favorable response, he continues to weave his speech around this theme as he
approaches an eloquent paragraph:
They’ve triedDispossession! D/.v-possession is the word!” I went on.
to dispossess us of our manhood and womanhood! Of our childhood and
adolescence—You heard the sister’s statistics on our infant mortality rate.
Don’t you know you’re lucky to be uncommonly bom? Why, they even
tried to dispossess us of our dislike of being dispossessed! And I’ll tell
you something else—if we don't resist, pretty soon they’ll succeed! These
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are the da\ s of dispossession, the season of homelessness, the time of
We* 11 be dispossessed of the ver>^ brains in our heads! Ande\ letions.
we're so ///7-eommon that we can't even see it! Perhaps we're too polite.
Perhaps we don't eare to look at unpleasantness. They think we’re
blind 7//7-coniinonly blind. And I don't wonder. Think about it, they’ve
dispossessed us eaeh of one eye from the day we're bom. So now we can
only see in straight white lines. We're a nation of one-eyed mice—Did
you e\ er see such a sight in your life? Such an 77/7-common sight!”
In these paragraph, bdlison's narrator uses the word '‘dispossession” as a noun, a verb (as
an infinitive, a transitive \ erb, in both present and past tense), and a direct object. He
also lists several objects from which the people have been dispossessed: manhood,
womanhood, childhood, and e\ en “our dislike of being dispossessed” (Ellison, Invisible
343). By maintaining the same word and altering its context and position. Invisible Man
worries the line.’' 1 le also transforms the language he uses into a jazz-like texture. As
one critic praises an author for “achiev[ing] the Jazz effect by infusing black urban
dialect speech with onomatopoeia, alliteration, assonance, internal rhymes, and
repetition,'’ similarly. Invisible Man uses several of these devices in his speech (Gysin
275-276). Me uses the word "‘plop!’’" as onomatopoeia; he employs alliteration in the
phrase ‘■'his ideas and his hopes and homely aspirations;” and he uses repetition in the
structure of the lines “It's dispossess him! Evict him! It’s break him! Deprive him of his
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wages!” (Ellison, Invisible 342-343).
The narrator himself implicitly suggests that we read this passage as jazz-like by
describing his performance and what has preceded it with his own musical terminology.
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In response to one of the Brother's congratulations after he completes his speech,
Invisible Man responds. “ fhanks... but the otliers had raised them [the audience] to the
right pitch" (Bllison. Invisible 347). “Pitch" becomes significant because, in describing
jazz poetr>\ one critic claims, “in moments of the greatest solemnity and inspiration, pitch
and tone become elex ated and rhythms regularized" (Brown 65). The narrator’s
elevation of pitch is displax ed through the capitalization of his words where, in the most
dramatic portion of the speech, the culmination of his oratory, he claims:
“SISTHRS! BROTHERS!
“WE: are the true patriots! the citizens of
TOMORROW'S WORLD!
“WITTE BE DISPOSSESSED NO MORE!’'(Ellison, Invisible 346)
As with ‘‘■John Brown's Body," the breaks in these final lines attract attention to Ellison’s
intentional use of “regularized" rhythmical strategy to evoke the emotion in this scene.
The audience plays an important role in this scene, further eliciting comparisons
between the narrator's speech and jazz music. The narrator interacts xvith the audience
throughout the speech, as both parties “play” off one another. In particular, this scene
functions within “the ‘call and response’ tradition of African-American... music, in which
musical ideas developed out of exchanges between  a leader and chorus... encouraging]
audience participation in the creation of music” (Ogren 13). In addition to the
interspersed applause and affirmations from the crowd, the audience actually extends
lines from the narrator's speech. When the naiTator references the nursery rhyme “Three
Blind Mice,” one particular audience member “riffs” upon his reference, adding, “An’
ain't a farmer’s wife in the house” (Ellison, Invisible 343). Reciprocally, the narrator
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takes a reference which the audience has been making throughout the speech - Invisible
Man as the “pitcher" and the audience as the “catcher" - and extends the metaphor.
remarking, “I'll look out for \ ou, and you look out for me! Tm good at catching and I’ve
got a damn good pitching ami!" (Ellison, Invisible 344). The narrator even acts as a type
of conductor, controlling the audience by holding up his hand to “halt the noise” of the
crowd (Ellison. In\ isible 342). This visual gesture resembles not only the control that a
conductor elicits o\ er his musicians, but also the mastery of silence that the jazz soloist
employs in the rhythmic function of his solo,
fhe use ot'call-and-response and audience participation culminates in Invisible
Man’s declaration of his personal thoughts and emotions, as he ends the speech
affirmatively by creating his identity within tlie identity of the audience, telling them,
‘‘With your eyes upon me 1 feel that I've found my true family! My true people! My true
country!" (Ellison, Invisible 346). Call-and-response is an extremely effective technique
in this scene, as the narrator's purpose is, according to Jack, to create the “energy” which
the Brotherhood will “organize" for its own purpose (Ellison, Invisible 347). The
incorporation of the audience's energy, thoughts, and words into his own speech-and,
concurrently, their incorporation of his — allows the narrator to win their identification
and affection. Invisible Man taps into the “jazz impulse,” which “provides a way of
exploring implications... and of expanding the consciousness of self and community
through a process of continual improvisation” (Werner xxi-xxii). The expansion of
consciousness for both himself and the audience comes through the realization that they
are not alone in their dispossession and that they possess the power to change their
situation. In other words, the audience responds “because of Invisible Man’s creation of
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an idenlily in response to its [the audience's] participatoiy voices” (Callahan 71). In this
scene, jazz pro\ ides an outlet through which performer and audience can affirm and
fulfill their expectations and possibilities for progression, displayed through the
thundering" applause that meets Invisible Man's defiance against dispossession (Ellison
346).
Where lillison's text displa\ s the performer as distinct from the audience that
echoes his remarks, Herbert Simmons's Man Walking on Eggshells approaches jazz
textuality by creating a more collectixe community of contributing artists. In this scene,
protagonist Raymond Douglas, a former great jazz musician, his friend. Teacher, and
Teacher’s girlfriend, Inez, smoke marijuana while discussing the relationship of blacks
and whites to jazz in the beat era of 1960s St. Louis, Missouri. Their conversation
mimics a jazz jam-session, where an experienced musician slowly integrates lesser-
experienced musicians into the fomi of the music so that eventually all three musicians
are contributing in the conversation.
Teacher, the more vocal of the group, leads the conversation in the beginning of
this scene, as Raymond and Inez adjust to the effect of the marijuana. He dominates the
conversation in both tone and content, attempting to lecture both Raymond and Inez on
the history of African-Americans. After making a few bold points, Inez responds by
completely ignoring his statement, declaring, “Um, Teacher this stuff [marijuana] makes
you feel good... It feels almost as good as making love, only in a different way”
(Simmons 1 79). Raymond’s responses are also weak: he “supposed Teacher had a point’
the next. As Teacher expands hisafter one argument, and “didn't argue with him on
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case. Ra\ mond becomes progressively more integrated into the conversation, as his
subsequent retorts attest: “^'eh, man, I guess you’re right” and "Aw yeh, man?” until
Teacher and Inez, w lio has already contributed her own valid statement eventually "had
him talking that talk too” (Simmons 180). After his initial reluctance to join the dialogue
(he simply replies with minor phra.ses of inquiry or agreement). Raymond begins to make
contributions to the con\ ersation, expanding upon what the otlier two have said with his
own, independent thoughts. B\ the end of the scene. Raymond has garnered enough
courage to disagree with feacher, repeating the phrase "Aw 1 don’t know” when Teacher
divulges a historic explanation for the \ iolcnce of white people (Simmons 182).
Raymond's progression from silence (his first two responses are not spoken), to passive
agreement, passionate interjection, and finally defiance represents tlie musical evolution
of the Jazz musician.
The specific language of this passage also allows for a jazz-like, performative
reading. First, the characters introduce the idea of jazz and blues into the conversation,
so that the passage functions as meta-jazz: jazzy talk about jazz music. Also, the
language becomes inventive and creative, applying unusual combinations of words to
make one larger word, and using a variety of generic names to label one specific group of
people. For example. Teacher uses the phrase "[ejvery living mother-loving one of us is
got that grey-boy blood in us” (Simmons 179). His use of hyphenated words creates new
meanings and intonations while referencing both the black and white race at the same
time. Throughout their conversation, the characters also use the following words to
describe each other, a white person, or a black person: “baby,” “bastard,” “beatnik,”
man,” and “white man”black man,” “boot,” “cat,” “gray boy,” "Jack, Jim,
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(Simmons 1 79-1 S2). In jaz/. this concept is akin to playing the same song in twelve
different keys, as the same melodic idea is being repeated, just with variations in the
original pitch. Ra\ niond's acknowledgment of Teacher's vocabulary also confirms
Teacher as the more experienced of the “p<^rfomiers. And Teacher’s own reply, “Yeh,
well I'm a college man now, man." attests to the importance of formal education in the
jazz scene that began to be stressed and recognized in the latter half of the 20**’ century
(Berliner 55-56).
I'hc regular use of the w ord “man." or “Jim,'’ provides regular rhythmic emphasis
to the conversation as well. B\’ prefaeing or ending almost every phrase or sentence with
this reference, the con\ ersation aequires a steady rhythm that the participants or
“soloists" can incorporate into their dialogical solos. Also, tliese constant utterances help
to identify the speaker. Although many of the characters in tliis novel use this style of
speech, these words help to identify the social class, race, and time period of which the
speaker belongs. This technique is very similar to jazz musicians who can identify a
particular musician solely by a certain style or phrase that this particular soloist uses over
and over again (Berliner 102-103).
The literary devices used in this passage also correspond to those used in jazz
soloing. For example, Inez takes a traditional, generic word and image, “beatnik,” and,
by deconstructing the word and applying different connotations and definitions to its
components - “You know - beat Nick. Now it’s really a mistake when you beat Santa
Claus” - creates a completely original and viable statement (Simmons 181). Inez takes
the original word and separates it into its components, “beat” and “nick,” then applies
different connotations to each component, with “beat” referring to physical violence and
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**nick" alluding lo Si. Nick, w hich is another name for Santa Claus. Teacher also uses
parallelism lo extend an idea. 1 le claims “Jazz is the story of the black man being
mongrelized. ph\ sicall\ . spiritually, and culturally" (Simmons 180). He expands the idea
of “being mongreli/ed" into three different stales, each one defined by a different adverb.
Finally, the characters' creati\ e use of puns and words with aural similarities reflect their
jazz-like thoughts. I 'or example, I'eacher claims, a “boot running around claiming he’s
beat is about as far olT base as a gra\ boy running around talking ‘bout he’s got the blues’
(Simmons 1 80-181 ). The similarity in sound between “boof’ and “beat,” combined with
a “gray" boy's attempt lo be “blue" rcweals his awareness of tlie sounds and different
connotations he is using. In connecting the absurdity of black bohemianism and white
blues. Teacher uses phonetics and associative colors to reinforce his idea.
This scene is extremely important to the novel because of its relevance to
Raymond’s social integration into the revolutionary intellectualism which begins to
surround his music, fhe analogy between “talking” with substance and thinking
logically, which the characters display in this scene, and the competent thoughts, phrases,
and solos which jazz musicians utter, helps to establish the setting as a jam-session,
whose sole purpose is to “achieve identity” through the discovery of your voice (Ellison,
Living xix). Continuing this metaphor, Raymond learns important lessons at his first
session. For example, although he can speak with eloquence and persuasion on a subject
he knows, jazz, he does not yet possess the education, experience, or eloquence to speak
with authority on many other topics. As intellectual “guide,” Teacher is comparable to an
older jazz musician, who, as jazz trumpeter Wynton Marsalis embarrassedly recounts,
might tell a younger musician, “ Fhis boy can't even speak English. And look at his
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attire. Don't call him back [until he is ready]" (Marsalis 28). The musician’s equation of
playing ja/./. to "speaking laiglish" helps confimi the text as jazz. Raymond’s integration
into this social group and into this t> pe of thought is echoed by his final action of the
scene, where, upon completing the literature given to him by Teacher, “he started letting
his beard grow” as. I'eacher once told him. a sign of protest (Simmons 182).
While the jam-session is a space for ideological introduction and integration.
especially in this scene, it can also be a space of judgment or a cutting ground. For
example, the profundity of Inez's “talk" eventually wins Teacher's affection. Raymond
thinks. '‘Well, she said she was going to get him, and with the stuff [talk] she was using
on him he didn't see how she could lose. Ole Teacher didn't know it, but he was about to
get himself a wi I'e” (Simmons 181). F'or some groups, “new members must sometimes
establish credibility before gaining full acceptance from fellow players” (Berliner 53).
Teacher is so impressed with Inez's ideas and originality that he eventually marries her.
Teacher's reaction proves how significant one’s actions are in this social setting, because
although he or she may remain unau-ai'e, an artist’s actions are always being judged.
Also, Teacher and Raymond end the scene in opposition, with Teacher criticizing and
verbally “cutting” Raymond, who cannot respond with the same fervor and conviction
with which feacher attacks him. Teacher’s disbelief at Raymond’s apparent ignorance
forces him to remark, “Aw hell, man don't go to Nut City on me now,” and finally, to
directly confront Raymond. Teacher says, “Man, I thought you’d done got hip to ‘em by
now, baby... but 1 see you're still just a jive-time square” (Simmons 182). This direct
confrontation is the essence of a “cutting session,” where, as one musician describes,
“fhey would say, ‘1 am going to blow so and so out.’ It wasn’t with malice... it was just
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friendly compciiiion" (Berliner 44). Although Teacher is clearly more eloquent than
Raymond and \ erbalW eriiiei/es him, he extends a friendly gesture by offering Raymond
the sourees. the bin^ks and ideas, that will allow him to perform better.
“fhe most important ‘ways of speaking* in jazz were shaped by musical traditions
that relied on significant interactions between perfomiers and audiences” (Ogren 12).
Speaking through dialogue, and indirectly through music itself, the characters who
participate in the roles of performer and audience, loosely defined in this chapter to
incorporate multiple characters into multiple positions, help tlie reader explore the social
relationships of these no\ els in new light. Each autlior implements fomi and literary
devices, in addition to content, to further promote the particular dialogue as performing
jazz or blues music within formal cultural structures.
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Conclusion
I hope tt) ha\ e displa\ cd a comprehensive look at the dynamics between jazz and
blues music, performers and their social atmosphere. This project has attempted to help
define and examine a new sphere other than just the cultural or aesthetic realm of which
analyses and interpretations of music so often seem limited. I believe the literature
within these respective musical fields, and especially within the Southern canon of
literature. pro\ ides e\ idence that authors and characters react to or within the social
consequences ol'their associations with the music.
Although 1 hope to ha\e proposed a fresh examination of older works within a
relatively new scholarly discipline, 1 realize my work can be greatly refined and
expanded. One possible route which 1 have avoided lies in the examination of other
modes of African-American music. Gospel, funk, R&B, as well as subgenres within the
disciplines I addressed, such as bebop, fusion, modal jazz, etc., potentially offer
numerous new ways to reexamine texts that have previously been circumvented in this
regard. Additionally, other African-American artforms, not necessarily musical, can
potentially provide original insights into these and other works.
My focus on Southern literature has also limited, to some extent, the range of
analysis and investigation. Several works, especially the more recent, deal with issues
about jazz and blues' increasing nationalization and globalization. These works may be
set on the I 'asl or West coast, or may have international authors, and therefore, althought
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ihev ha\ c been excluded from this siiidv, mav contain their own social resonations
exclusive to their speeifie relationships.
As I mentioned in the introduction, 1 have not been completely satisfied with the
precision of m\ language in describing the techniques and directions of performed music.
I belic\e further attempts in defining the oral and aural devices of poets, novelists.
musicians, etc. would produce a stronger argument.
I belie\e that further de\elopment in these areas, combined with some of the
arguments proposed in this thesis, w ill help to shed more light on an area in literature that
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I hcir 1a cs Wore Watchinti God
/ora Neale Hurston
“Good c\ enin' Mis' Starks." he said with a sly grin as if they had a good joke
together. She w as in t'a\ or of the stor> that was making him laugh before she even heard
it.
“(iood e\ enin'." she answered pleasantly. “You got all de advantage‘cause Ah
don't know yo' name." IKnd 144]
“People wouldn't know me lak dey wouldyo;/.
“Ah guess standin' in uh store do make uh person git tuh be known in de vicinity.
Look lak Ah seen you somewhere."
“Oh, Ah don't live no further than Orlandali. Ah’m easy tuh see on Curch Street
most any day or night. You got any smokin' tobacco?'
She opened the glass case. “What kind?'
“Camels."
She handed over the cigarettes and took the money. He broke the pack and thrust
one between his full, purple lips.
“You got alii piece uh fire over dere, lady?”
fhey both laughed and she handed him two kitchen matches out of a box for that
purpose. It was time for him to go but he didn't. He leaned on the counter with one
elbow and cold-cocked her a look.
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'*W'h\ ain't you at Jc ball game, too? Evenbody else isdere.”
All see somebody else besides me aim' dere. Ahjust sold some
cigarettes." rhe> laughed again.
“I)at‘ s ‘cause .Ah'm dumb. .\h got de thing all mixed up. Ah thought de game
was gointuh be out at 1 lunget'ord. So ah got uh ride tuh where dis road turns off from de
Dixie 1 lighw ay and w alked o\ er lEnd 145| here and then Ah find outde game is in
Winter Park."
That w as fuiinv to both of them too.
“So w hat \ ou gointuh do now ? All de cars in Eatonville is gone.
“1 low about pla> iiT you some checkers? You look shard tuh beat.
“Ah is. ‘cause Ah can't play uh lick.
“You don't cherish de izame. then?"
“Yes, Ah do, and then agin Ah don't know whether Ah do or not, ‘cause nobody
ain’t never showed me how."
“Dis is de last day for dal excuse. You got uh board round heah?’
“Yes indeed. De men folks treasures de game round heah. Ahjust ain’t never
learnt how."
Me set it up and began to show her and she found herself glowing inside.
Somebody wanted her to play. Somebody thought it natural for her to play. That was
even nice. She looked him over and got little thrills from every one of his good points.
Those full, lazy eyes with the lashes curling sharply away like drawn scimitars. The lean,
over-padded shoulders and narrow^ w^aist. Even nice!
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He was jumping her king! She screamed in protest against losing the king she
had had such a hard (End 146] time acquiring. Before she knew it she had grabbed his
hand to stop him. He struggled gallantly to free himself. That is he struggled, but not
hard enough to wrench a lady's fingers.
“Ah got uh right tuli take it. You left it right in mah way.”
“Yeah, but Ah wuz lookin' off when you went and stuck yo' men right up next
tuh mine. No fair!"
“You ain't supposed tuh look off. Mis’ Starks. If s de biggest part uh de game tuh
watch out! Leave go mah hand.”
“No suh! Not mah king. You kin take another one, but not dat one.”
They scrambled and upset the board and laughed at that.
‘'Anyhow it's time for uh Coca-Cola,” he said. ‘Ah’ll come teach yuh some mo’
another time.’'
“It’s all right tuh come teach me, but don’t come tuh cheat me.”
“Yuh can’t beat uh woman. Deyjes won’t satnd fiih it. But Ah’11 come teach uh
agin. You gointuh be uh good player too, after while.”
“You reckon so? Jody useter tell me Ah never would learn. It wuz too heavy ftih
mah brains.
“Folks is playin’ it wid sense and folks is plain’ it without. But you got good
meat on yo’ head. You’ll [End 147] leam. Have uh cool drink on me.”
“Oh all right, than yuh. Got plenty cold ones tuh-day. Nobody ain’t been heah
tuh buy none. All gone off tuh de game.”
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“You oughta be at de next game. 'Tain't no use myou stayin’ heah if eveiybody
else is gone. You don't buy from yo'self, do yuh?”
“You craz>- thing! ‘Course Ah don't. But Ah’m wor-ried ‘bout you uh little.”
“How come? *Fraid Ah ain't gointuh pay fuh dese drinks?”
“Aw naw! How you gointuh git back home?”
“Wait round heali fuh a car. If none don’t come, Ah got good shoe leather.
‘ Fain't but seben miles nohow. Ah could walk dat in no time. Easy.”
“If it wuz me, Ah'd wait on uh train. Seben miles is uh kinda long walk.”
“It would be for you, ‘cause you ain’t used to it. But Ah’m seen women walk
further'n dat. You could too, if yuh had it tuh do.”
“Maybe so, but Ah'11 ride de train long as Ah got railroad fare.”
“Ah don't need no pocket-full uh money to ride de train lak uh woman. When Ah
takes uh notion Ah rides anyhow - money or no money.”
“Now ain't you somethin’! Mr. Er—er— You never [End 148] did tell me whut
yo’ name wuz.
“Ah sho didn’t. Wuzn’t expectin’ fuh it to be needed. De name mah mama
gimme is Vergible Woods. Dey calls me Tea Cake for short.”
“Tea Cake! So you sweet as all dat?” She laughed and he gave her a little cut-
eye looks to get her meaning.
“Ah may be guilt. You better try me and see.”
She did something half-way between a laugh and a frown and he set his hat on
straight.
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e Ah done cut uh hawg, so Ah guess Ah better ketch air.” He made an
elaborate act of tipping to the door stealtliily. Then looked back at her with an irresistible
grin on his face. Janie burst out laughing in spite of herself. “You crazy thing!”
He turned and threw his hat at her feet. “If she don’t trhow it at me, Ah’ll take a
chance on cornin' back," he announced, making gestures to indicate he was hidden
behind a post. She picked up the hat and threw it after him with a laugh. “Even if she
had uh brick she couldn't hurt you wid it,” he said to an invisible companion. “De lady
can't thow." He gestured to his companion, stepped out from behind the imaginary lamp
post, set his coat and hat and strolled back to where Janie was as if he had just come in
the store. | End 149]
“Evenin' Mis' Starks. Could yuh lemme have uh pound uh knuckle puddin’ till
Saturday? Ah’m sho tuh pay yuh then.”
“You needs ten pounds, Mr. Tea Cake. Ah’ll let yuh have all Ah got and you
needn’t bother 'bout payin’ it back.”
They joked and went on till the people began to come in. Then he took a seat and
made talk and laughter with the rest until closing time. When everyone else had left he
said. Ah reckon Ah done over-layed mah leavin’ time, but Ah figured you needed
somebody tuh help yuh shut up de place. Since nobody else ain’t round heah, maybe Ah
kin git de job.”




I'he lime after that, which was that day while Mama and Miss Tee were up in
Chickasaw with Miss Liza Jefferson, was my first time in a real bed with no clothes on,
and she said I'm going to show you something this time, and she did. She said I bet you
you don't e\ en know what that is. That’s just the old Georgia grind, and this the gritty
grind. I bet you you ain't never done the sporty grind before. She said This the bobo and
this the sporty bobo and this the whip and this the bullwhip and this the snatch. She said
When the man put his legs like that with his arms like that he straddling the mountain and
the woman can do the greasy pole and when the woman put up her self like this that mean
the man can come to the buck and (End 146] when me and you go like this that’s what
you call bumping the stump.
She said When you see me doing this that’s when I’m doing my belly roll to sell
niy jelly roll. Like Miss Sweetmeat Thompson. Like Miss Big Money Watkins. Then
she said What you going do when I sic my puppies on you like Miss Slick McGinnis all
the way out in San Fransisco? and I said Sic them back that’s all right who like. Because
I couldn’t make up my mind whether I wanted to be like Stagolee or Luzana Cholly or
Elmore Sanders. And that’s when she said Well let me see you sic them then and started




I'he microphone w as strange and unner\nng. I approached it incorrectly, my
oice sounding rasp)' and full of air, and after a few words I halted, embarrassed. I was
getting oil to a bad start, something had to be done. I leaned toward the vague audience
closest to the platfomi and said, “Sorry, folks. Up to now they’ve kept me so far away
Irom these shiny electric gadgets I haven’t learned the technique... And to tell you the
truth, it looks to me like it might bite! Just look at it, it looks like the steel skull of a man!
Uo you think he died of dispossession?’'
It worked and while they laughed someone came and made an adjustment.
“Don't stand too close,’' he advised.
V
'IsHow's that?” I said, hearing my voice boom deep and vibrant over the arena.
that better?
I'here was a ripple of applause.
“You see, all 1 needed was a chance. You’ve granted it, now it’s up to me!”
The applause grew stronger and from down front a man’s [End 341] far-carrying
voice called out, “We with you Brother. You pitch ‘em we catch ‘em!”
That was all I needed. I’d made a contact, and it was as though his voice was that
of them all. I was wound up, nervous. I might have been anyone, might have been trying
to speak in a foreign language. For I couldn’t remember the correct words and phrases
from the pamphlets. I had to fall back upon tradition and since it was a political meeting,
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I selected one of the political techniques that Fd heard so often at home: The old down-
to-earth. Fm-sick-and-tired-of-the-way-they've-been-treating-us approach. I couldn’t see
them so I addressed the microphone and the co-operative voice before me.
“You know, there are those who think we who are gathered here are dumb,” I
shouted. “Tell me if Fm right."
“That's a strike. Brother," the voice called. “You pitched a strike.”
“Yes, they think we're dumb. They call us the ‘common people.’ But I’ve been
sitting here listening and looking and trying to understand what’s so common about us. I
think they're guilty of a gross mis-statement of fact -we are the uncommon people—”
“Another strike," the voice called in tlie thunder, and I paused holding up my
hand to halt the noise.
“Yes, we're the uncommon people—and I’ll tell you why. They call us dumb and
they treat us dumb. And what do they do with tlie dumb ones? Think about it, look
around! They've got a slogan and a policy, they’ve got what Brother Jack would call a
‘theory and a practice.’ It’s ‘Never give a sucker an even break!’ It’s dispossess him!
Evict him! Use his empty head for a spittoon and his back for a door mat! It’s break
him! Deprive him of his wages! It’s use his protest as a sounding brass to fiighten him
into silence, it’s beat his ideas and his hopes and homely aspirations into a tinkling
cymbal! A small, cracked [End 342] cymbal to tinkle on the Fourth of July! Only
muffle it! Don’t let it sound too loud! Beat it in stoptime, give the dumb bunnies the
soft-shoe dance! The Big Wormy Apple, the Chicago Get away, the Shoo Fly Don’t
Bother Me!
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“And do > ou know what makes us so uncommon?” I whispered hoarsely. 'We let
them do it!"
riie silence was profound. The smoke boiled in the spotlight.
“Another strike." 1 heard the voice call sadly. “Ain’t no use to protest the
decision!" And 1 thought. Is he with me or against me?
“Dispossession! Z)A-possession is the word!” I went on. “They’ve tried to
dispossess us of our manhood and womanhood! Of our childhood and
adolescence—You heard the sister's statistics on our infant mortality rate. Don’t you
know you're lucky to be uncommonly bom? Why, they even tried to dispossess us of
our dislike of being dispossessed! And I’ll tell you something else—if we don’t resist,
pretty soon they'll succeed! These are the days of dispossession, the season of
homelessness, the time of evictions. We’ll be dispossessed of the very brains in our
heads! And we're so zy/?-common that we can’t even see it! Perhaps we’re too polite.
Perhaps we don’t care to look at unpleasantness. They think we’re blind—M«-commonly
blind. And 1 don’t wonder. Think about it, they’ve dispossessed us each of one eye from
the day we’re bom. So now we can only see in straight white lines. We’re a nation of
one-eyed mice—Did you ever see such a sight in your life? Such an M«-common sight!”
“An’ ain’t a farmer’s wife in the house,” the voice called through the titters of
bitter laughter. “It’s another strike!”
1 leaned forward. “You know, if we aren’t careful, they’ll slip up on our blind
sides and—plop! Out goes ou last good eye and we’re blind as bats! Someone’s afraid
we’ll see some- [End 343| thing. Maybe that’s why so many of our fine fnends are
present tonight—blue steel pistols and blue serge suits and all!—but I believe one eye is
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enough to lose w ilhout resistance and I think that's your belief. So let’s get together.
Did > ou e\ er notice, my dumb one-eyed brothers, how two totally blind men can get
together and help one another along? They stumble, they bump into things, but they
a\’oid dangers too; they get along. Let's get together, uncommon people. With both our
eyes we may see w hat makes us so uncommon, we’ll see who make us so uncommon!
Up to now' we'\e been like a couple of one-eyed men walking down opposite sides of the
street. Someone starts throwing bricks and w’e start blaming each other and fighting
among ourselves. But we're mistaken! Because there’s a third party present. There’s a
smooth, oily scoundrel running down the middle of the wide gray street throwing
He's the one! He's doing the damage! He claims he needs the space— he calls
it freedom. And he knows he’s got us on our blind side and he’s been popping away
till he’s got us sill— uncommonly silly! In fact, his freedom has got us damn-night blind!
Hush now, don't call no names!” I called, holding up my palm. “I say to hell with this
stones
guy! I say eome on, cross over! Let’s make an alliance! I’ll look out for you, and you
look out for me! I’m good at catching and I’ve got a damn good pitching arm!”
“You don’t pitch no balls. Brother! Not a single one!”
Let’s take back our pillaged eyes! Let’sLet’s make a miracle,” I shouted.
reclaim our sight; let’s combine and spread our vision. Peep around the comer, there’s a
storm coming. Look down the avenue, there’s only one enemy. Can’t you see his face?”
It was a natural pause and there was applause, but as it burst I realized that the
flow of words had stopped. What would I do when they started to listen again? I leaned
forward, |End 344] straining to see through the barrier of light. They were mine, out
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there, and I couldn't atTord to lose them. Yet I suddenly felt naked, sensing that the
\\ ords u ere returning and that something was about to be said that I shouldn’t reveal.
"Look at me!" The words ripped from my solar plexus. “I haven’t lived her long,
rimes are hard, T\ e know despair. I'm from the South, and since coming here I’ve
known eviction. I'd come to distrust tlie world... But look at me now, something strange
is happening. I'm here before you. I must confess...”
And suddenly Brother Jack was beside me, pretending to adjust the microphone.
“Careful now," he whispered. "Don’t end your usefulness before you’ve begun.”
"I'm all right," I said, leaning toward the mike.
"May I confess?" I shouted. You are my friends. We share common
disinheritance, and it's said that confession is good for the soul. Have I your permission?”
"You batting .500, Brother,” the voice called.
There was a stir behind me. I waited until it was quiet and hurried on.
“Silence is consent,” I said, “so I’ll have it out. I’ll confess it!” My shoulders
were squared, my chin thrust forward and my eyes focused straight into the light.
^Something strange and miraculous and transforming is taking place in me right now...
cis I stand here before you!
I could feel the words forming themselves, slowly falling into place. The light
seemed to boil opalescently, like liquid soap shaken gently in a bottle.
Let me describe it. It is something odd. It’s something tliat I’m sure I’d never
experience anywhere else in the world. I feel your eyes upon me. I hear tlie pulse of
your breathing. And now, at this moment, with your black and white eyes upon me, I
feel... I feel..." [End 345]
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I stumbled in a stillness so complete that I could hear the gears of the huge clock
mounted somew here on the balcony gnawing upon time.
“What is it. son, what do you feel?" a shrill voice cried.
M\- \ oice fell to a husky whisper, “I feel, I feel suddenly that I have become more
human. Do \ ou understand? More human. Not that I have become a man, for I was
born a man. But that I am more human. I feel strong, I feel able to get things done! I
leel that I can see sharp and clear and far down the dim corridor of history and in it I can
hear the footsteps of militant fraternity! No, wait, let me confess... I feel the urge to
affirm my feelings... I feel that here, after a long and desperate and uncommonly blind
journey, I have come home... Home! With your eyes upon me I feel that I’ve found my
true family! My true people! My true country! I am a new citizen of the country of your
vision, a native of your fraternal land. I feel that here tonight, in this old arena, the new is
being born and the vital old revived. In each of you, in me, in us all.
‘‘SISTERS! BROTHERS!
WE ARE THE TRUE PATRIOTS! THE CITIZENS OF TOMORROW’S
WORLD!
WE’LL BE DISPOSSED NO MORE!
The applause struck like a clap of tliunder. I stood transfixed, unable to see, my
body quivering with the roar. I made an indefinite movement. What should I do
to them? I faced the shouts, cheers, slirill whistling, my eyes burning from the light. I
felt a large tear roll down my face and I wiped it away with embarrassment. Others were
staring down. Why didn’t someone help me get out of the spot before I spoiled
everything? But with the tears cam an increase of applause and I lifted my head,
wave
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surprised, my e} es streaming. The sound seemed to roar up in waves. They had begun to
stomp the |End 346| floor and I was laughing and bowing my head now unashamed. It
grew in \ olume. the sound of splitting wood came from the rear. I grew tired, but still
they cheered until, finally. I gave up and started back towards the chairs. Red spots
danced before my eyes. Someone took my hand, and leaned toward my ear.
“You did it, goddamnit! You did it!'’ And I was puzzled by the hot mbcture of
hate and admiration bursting through his words as  I thanked him and removed my hand
from his crushing grasp.
“Thanks," I said, “but the others had raised them to the right pitch.
Man Walking on Eggshells
Herbert Simmons
“We’ve got all kind of ancestors,” Teacher told him.
“Man we got Irish, French, Dago, Japanese, Chinese, and a whole lot of other
kind of folks in us besides African and anybody that says we ain’t is a goddamn liar.”
“Um, Teacher this stuff makes you feel good,” Inez said taking a deep drag off
the bomber Raymond had given her. “It feels almost as good as making love, only in a
different way.”
“Man, our people are something different all right, and that aint’ no lie,” Teacher
said. “That’s why everybody’s scared of us.”
Raymond said he supposed Teacher had a point.
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“You damn right I got a point. You know anybody over here that ain’t a bastard?
Name one boot over here, man, that ain’t got bastard blood in him; name one.”
Raymond didn't argue with him.
“ Yeh, man, we're all bastards. Every living mother-loving one of us is got that
grey-boy blood in us, and all we got to do is to look down the family tree long enough to
find out that's true. The (End 179] gray boy had  a field day with our women during
slaver>\“ Teacher said.
“Yeh, man, 1 guess you're right,” Raymond said.
“You guess? Man, what’s tliere to guess about? But Tma tell you something,
man. We aint' go time to be worrying about none of them races really. See we ain’t
really a race, man, we’re a people, but if we were a race I’d rather be a black man than a
white man any day, ‘cause Jim, let me tell you, that gray boy’s in a world of trouble.”
Aw yeh, man?'
“Yeh, man,” Teacher said.
“That’s why this beatnik movement is taking over now,” Inez said getting into the
The white man knows his time has run out and he’s gonna loseconversation.
everything, maybe even his life if he’s not mighty careful.
“Damn right,” Teacher said,
around talking ‘bout they’re beatniks. Man, some of our folks are out of sight. They
That’s why it’s such a drag to hear boots running
want to integrate themselves into everything, even the white man’s headaches.
Raymond settled back on the couch and got high listening to Teacher and Inez tal
that talk. After a while they had him talking that talk too.
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“Ych, those cats even got the nerve to want to claim they invented jazz,”
Ra> mond said, “and jazz ain't their story. Jazz is the story of the black men being
messed around so bad by the white man if he could he’d lay down and die from the blues
but his soul won't let him do it.'’
Yeh, man. Teacher said. “Jazz is the story of the black man being mongrelized,
physically, spiritually, and culturally.’'
"Man. you sure using a lot of bid words these days, you know that?” Raymond
said.
"Yeh, well I'm a college man now, man.”
They got high as hell on some good vaughns that had them laughing after
everything they dug in the conversation.
"Yeh man a boot running around claiming he’s beat is about [End 180] as far off
base as a gray boy running around talking ‘bout he’s got the blues,” Teacher said.
“Yeh, man. I’m hip to that,” Raymond said.
“Yeh, man, a boot ain’t never had enough of nothing to know how it feels to lose
everything and a gray boy ain’t never lived under the social conditions to know what the
blues is all about.”
Yeh, beatnik is a hell of a name for a stud who’s supposed to be down, ain’t it?”
Raymond said.
I’m hip. It’s a riot really.
They laughed.
Oh, I don’t know. I think it’s a beautiful description of a hell of a mistake,” Inez
said.
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“How you mean, baby,” Teacher said.
“Well, all a beatnik is is a white man who sees he’s about to lose everything and
attempts to go Negro in order to lessen the shock.”
Teacher laughed. “Yeh, that’s it,” he said.
Raymond looked at Inez. He could see she was serious. Ole Teacher was really
something to get a babe like Inez to start talking that kind of talk. Well, she said she as
going to get him, and with the stuff she was using on him he didn’t see how she could
lose. Ole Teacher didn't know it, but he was about to get himself a wife.
'‘Beatnik is a good description,” Inez said. “You know—beat Nick. Now it’s
really a mistake when you beat Santa Claus.”
Teacher burst out laughing. “Yeh, that’s what the Middle East calls Uncle Sam,'
he said. “And if you think they ain’t whipping a game on him, Jim you just ain’t bright
enough to be alive.
Raymond lit another joint, sucked in the smoke, held it, climbed up higher on the
peace clouds of the poignant-smelling Mexican brand cigarette.
“Yeh,” Teacher told him, “those people are out of sight. They tell you right in
their history books what’s happening with them. If them southern crackers would give
them other gray cats a break they might have a chance, but what the hell, you can’t
expect descendants of a bunch of whores, thieves, and gangsters to act too much different
from their parents.” [End 181]
“What do you mean?” Raymond said.
“Aw hell, man, don’t go to Nut City on me now. Jack. You know damn well the
South was settled by a bunch of jailbirds that England sent over here so they wouldn’t
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ha\ e to be bothered with ‘em. Man, that’s you got so much violence in the South and
the West too. man.
“Aw I don't know," Raymond said.
“Look man. any time some cats can move in and steal a whole country from
somebody the way these studs did the Indians and then commit genocide against whole
nations, which they also did against them same Indians, and then enslave the black
and muscle in and take over the rest of the world in a fit of piracy, which they called
imperialism, and then sit back and expect everybody to love ‘em, they go to be a bitch
Man, violence is those people's nature. That’s why they’re so goddamn good at it.”
“Aw I don't know,” Raymond said.
“Man, I thought you’d done got hip to ‘em by now, baby,” Teacher said, “but I
see you’re still just a jive-time square.”
Teacher and Lobo were true cousins, Raymond realized. Teacher used words the
^ay Lobo used his fists. Teacher gave Raymond a pile of books to read, works by A. J.
r^ogers, Roi Ottley, Du Bois, William Franklin Frazier, Paul Robeson, James Weldon
Johnson, and a lot of other guys.
Raymond spent weeks sitting in at home at this crib reading. A frinny thing
happened after that. When he got through he started letting his beard grow. [End 182J
man.
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